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FOREWORD

Due to the success of our first online-only coin and medal auction, and as there is currently no information regarding the end of lockdown, this sale will also be held online only. We trust that the online format will present no problems to our valued clientele and once things return to normal, we will revert to attended auctions with online bidding available as usual, as well as a few online-only sales.

Once again we are able to offer a varied selection of interesting and rare coins and medals. The Islamic section features a number of particularly sought-after pieces, including an Umayyad dirhem minted at Damascus in 116h, one of the rarest dates of this mint, as well as an Abbasid dirhem issued in Makka in 299h. Of note among the English coins is a penny issued by the Mercian king Burgred and an extremely rare annulet and piles type penny of Henry I, as well as a very attractive silver crown of Elizabeth I and a Cromwell crown in nearly extremely fine condition. Also on offer is an extremely fine 1686 halfcrown (rare in this grade), a half guinea, 1725, graded Mint State 64 and a 1735 crown which is virtually as struck. A Bank of England pattern 5/6, struck in copper, still retains the original copper shell and inscribed Boulton & Watts paper, passed down through the centuries and a very rare historical relic. Also from the reign of George III is an 1819, LIX, crown, no stops on edge, a very rare variety and graded Mint State 65 Prooflike, while from later times we are offering a practically mint state Gothic crown, and a proof 1911 two pounds graded 65+ Cameo. Highlights among the selection of sovereigns is an 1826 example graded Mint State 65, an 1832 graded Extremely Fine 45 and a good very fine example dated 1839. Once again we are including a good selection of tokens, many from the Baldwin's vault, and also the Lakes Collection of tokens and medals from mainly Cumberland and Westmorland. Among the foreign coins are an Australian proof florin, shilling, sixpence, threepence, 1934, all graded Proof 65 or 64, a French piéfort gold 5 francs, 1971, one of only 250 pieces struck, and a very rare mohur of Baroda in India dating from 1889.

You can bid free of charge through our website www.bsjauctions.com or our app, or leave bids via www.sixbid.com or www.numisbids.com

Credit for putting this catalogue together goes to Lisa Norfolk, Courtney Buckingham, Sam Carter, Emma Hulme, Joel Elias, Ruth Müller and Sarah Richards.

Stephen Fenton
Lot 101  The coins are both about very fine.
Lot 102  There are 5 coins in the lot.
Lot 103  There are 5 coins in the lot.
Lot 263  Joint second highest grade.
Lot 294  DH.70 not DH.69.
ANCIENT COINS

GREEK

1. **Sicily**, Piakos, c.420-400 BC, hemilitron, horned and wreathed bust of river god l., *rev.* hound attacking stag, wt. 5.20gms. (CNS.III; HGC.2, 1100), *very fine* £100-120


3. **Macedonian Kingdom**, Alexander III, the Great (336-323 BC), tetradrachm, Babylon, c.325-323 BC, head of Alexander as Herakles r., *rev.* Zeus seated l., with eagle, monograms in l. field and below, wt.17.21gms. (Price 3676), *counterstamped below seat of chair on reverse, possibly plugged at 12 o'clock on rim, good fine* £150-200

4. **Macedonian Kingdom**, Alexander III, the Great (336-323 BC), tetradrachm, Babylon, c.325-323 BC, head of Alexander as Herakles r., *rev.* Zeus seated l., with eagle, monogram below, wt.16.75gms. (Price 3676), *fine* £100-120

5. **Macedonian Kingdom**, under Roman Protectorate, c.158-146 BC, first meris tetradrachm, diad. and dr. bust of Artemis r., bow and quiver at shoulder, all within Macedonian shield, *rev.* ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΩΝ - ΠΡΩΤΗΣ, horizontal club, monograms above, and below, all within oak wreath, with lightning bolt to l., wt.16.69gms. (AMNG.III, 176; SNG.Cop. 1314) *very fine* £150-200


7. **Attica**, Athens (c.449-413 BC), tetradrachm, helmeted head of Athena r., *rev.* owl with olive sprig and berry, crescent behind head, wt. 17.06gms. (S.2526), *very fine* £80-100
8. **Corinth**, stater, c.375-300 BC, Pegasus flying l., Κ below, rev. helmeted head of Athena l., boar to l., wt. 8.48gms. (Ravel 1017), well-centred, almost extremely fine £150-200

9. **Thessaly**, drachm, c.365-356BC, nymph facing, rev. ΛΑΡΙΣ-ΑΙΩΝ, horse grazing, plant below, wt. 5.95gms. (HGC.4, 452), good very fine £300-400

   With collector’s ticket.

10. **Kings of Elymais**, Kamnaskires III, with Anzaze (82/1-73/2 BC), silver tetradrachm, Seleukeia on the Hedyphon, dated SE 231 (= 82/1 BC), conjoined busts l. of Kamnaskires and Queen Anzaze, rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΚΑΜΝΑΣΚΙΡΟΥ ΚΑΙ ΒΑΣΙΛΙΣΣΗΣ, Zeus seated l., holding sceptre and Nike, who crowns him, 27.5mm., wt. 18.43gms., 6h (Cohen DCA, 518; Haaff 7.1.1-3), very fine, rare £750-850

11. **Kings of Elymais**, uncertain early Arsakid kings (late 1st century BC-early 2nd century AD), copper tetradrachm, uncertain mint, diademed bust l., wearing tiara; to r., star-in-crescent above anchor with two crossbars and pellet to l., rev. garbled legend: ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩC ΚΑΜΝΑΑΚΙΡΟΥ, diademed, bearded bust l., degraded legend around, 28.5mm., wt. 15.07gms., 12h. (Haaff 10.3.1-1C; Alram NB 1), spots of verdigris but about extremely fine £500-600

**ROMAN**

12. **Augustus**, denarius, struck 25-23 BC, Emerita mint, Carisius legate, IMP CAESAR AVGVST, bare head l., rev. P CARISI[VS] LEG PRO PR, trophy of Celtiberian arms, consisting of helmet, cuirass, shield and javelins, on heap of round shields, lances, and other arms, wt. 3.35gms. (RIC.4b; BMCRE.284; RSC.402); **Victorinus** (AD 269-271), antoninianus, rad. dr. bust r., rev. SALVS AVG, Salus sqg. r., feeding snake held in her arms, wt. 2.97gms. (S.11179; RIC.67; C.112), the first toned, very fine, a rare piece, the second good very fine/good fine (2) £100-150

**BYZANTINE**

13. **Michael VII Ducas** (1071-1078), electrum histamenon nomisma, Constantinople, IC-XC, facing bust of Christ Pantokrator, rev. + MIX-AHA RACIA, crowned facing bust of Michael, holding labarum and globus cruciger, wt. 4.40gms. (DOC.2b; SB.1868), some slight damage to obverse at 11 o’clock, good very fine £200-300
ISLAMIC COINS

14. Arab-Sasanian, ‘Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr (60-73h), silver drachm, DA (Darabjird) YE 59, wt. 4.12gms. (A.16), sharply struck, good extremely fine £150-200

15. Arab-Sasanian, Qatari b. al Fuja’a (c. 69-79h), silver drachm, BISH (Bishapur) 75h, wt. 3.85gms. (A.33), about extremely fine £400-450

16. Arab-Sasanian, al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf (75-95h), silver drachm, BYSH (Bishapur) 79h, wt. 4.03gms. (A.35.1), broad flan, extremely fine £400-450

17. Arab-Sasanian, ‘Ubayd Allah b. Abi Bakra (fl. 79-80h), silver drachm, SK (Sijistan) 80h, wt. 3.94gms. (A.37), extremely fine £300-350

18. Arab-Sasanian, ‘Abd al-Rahman b. Muhammad (fl. 80-84h), silver dirham, SK (Sijistan), blundered date with Arabic YZ on obv., wt. 3.98gms. (A.38a), smooth surfaces, good extremely fine £150-200

19. Umayyad, temp. Hisham (105-125h), gold dinar, no mint (Dimashq), 112h, wt. 4.24gms. (A.136), lustrous good extremely fine, a scarce date £400-500
20. **Umayyad**, temp. Hisham, gold dinar, no mint (Dimashq), 125h, wt. 4.28gms. (A.136), *extremely fine* £400-500

21. **Umayyad**, temp. Marwan II (127-132h), gold dinar, no mint (Dimashq), 130h, wt. 4.26gms. (A.141), *good extremely fine, a rare date* £400-500

22. **Umayyad**, temp. ‘Abd al-Malik (65-86h), silver dirham, Dimashq 79h, wt. 2.85gms. (Klat 323.b), *good very fine* £200-250

23. **Umayyad**, temp. ‘Abd al-Malik, silver dirham, Sabur 81h, wt. 2.88gms. (Klat 417), *extremely fine* £200-250

24. **Umayyad**, temp. al-Walid I (86-96h), silver dirham, al-Taymara 91h, wt. 2.97gms. (Klat 207), *lustrous, about uncirculated* £180-210

*ex Stephen Album Auction 13, 18-19 May 2012, lot 288

25. **Umayyad**, temp. al-Walid I, silver dirham, al-Rayy 92h, wt. 2.92gms. (Klat 401), *full round strike, about extremely fine* £150-200

26. **Umayyad**, temp. al-Walid I, silver dirham, Ramhormuz 95h, wt. 2.82gms. (Klat 388), *very fine/good very fine and rare* £200-250

27. **Umayyad**, temp. Sulayman (96-99h), silver dirham, Dastawa 97h, wt. 2.91gms. (Klat 316), *superb well-centred strike, about uncirculated* £300-350

*ex Robert Pelletrew Collection, Stephan Album Auction 13, 18-19 May 2012, lot 295

**Islamic Coins**
28. **Umayyad**, temp. Sulayman/'Umar, silver dirham, Irminiya 99h, wt. 2.92gms. (Klat 53), *good extremely fine* £300-350

29. **Umayyad**, temp. Hisham, silver dirham, Dimashq 116h, wt. 2.85gms. (Klat 360), *very fine and very rare* £1250-1500

*ex Morton & Eden, 21 April 2016, lot 41

One of the rarest dates of the Damascus mint.

30. **Umayyad**, temp. Hisham, silver dirham, al-Muberaka, 119h, wt. 2.90gms. (Klat 577.b), *extremely fine* £200-250

31. **Umayyad**, temp. Hisham, silver dirham, al-Andalus 120h, wt. 2.54gms. (Klat 133), *cleaned, edge clipped, but extremely fine and a rare date* £800-1000
32. **Umayyad, temp. Hisham**, silver dirham, al-Bab 124h, wt. 2.84gms. (Klat 151), *extremely fine*, rare £350-400

33. **Umayyad, temp. Marwan II** (127-132h), silver dirham, Sijistan 128h, wt. 2.87gms. (Klat 446, one reference), *extremely fine and extremely rare* £1500-2000

34. **Abbasid Revolution, temp. ‘Abd Allah b. Mu’awiya**, silver dirham, Jayy 127h, wt. 2.91gms. (Klat 268.a; A.206.1), *virtually un circulated and rare* £600-800

35. **Abbasid**, Harun al-Rashid (170-193h), gold dinar, no mint (Baghdad), 171h, with the name of the caliph Harun as *amir al-mu’minin*, wt. 3.78gms. (A.218.1), *clipped, fine and very rare* £350-400

This is the first occasion when the name of the caliph appears on an Islamic gold coin.

36. **Abbasid, al-Mutawakkil** (232-247h), gold dinar, Marw 234h, wt. 4.26gms. (A.229.1; Bern.155 Ph), *an even, well centred strike, good very fine* £250-300

37. **Abbasid, al-Mu’tadid** (279-289h), gold dinar, San’a’ 289h, wt. 2.91gms. (A.1056; Bern.211 El), *lustrous good extremely fine* £300-350

**Islamic Coins**
38. **Abbasid**, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), gold dinar, Filastin 308h, wt. 3.76gms. (A.245.2; Bern.242 Gn for type, date unlisted), *some weakness on outer legend, a crude strike, but extremely fine and very rare* £600-800

39. **Abbasid**, al-Muqtadir, gold heavyweight dinar, Suq al-Ahwaz 316h, wt. 7.15gms. (A.245.2; Bern.242 Ng), *of exceptional weight, good very fine and rare* £450-500

40. **Abbasid**, al-Radi (322-329h), gold dinar, Madinat al-Salam 322h, wt. 4.41gms. (A.254.1; Bern.285 Jh), *traces of lustre, good extremely fine* £300-350

41. **Abbasid**, al-Nasir (575-622h), gold dinar, Madinat al-Salam 600h, wt. 3.93gms. (A.263), *slightly ragged edges, but lustrously extremely fine* £300-350

42. **Abbasid**, *temp.* al-Saffah (132-136h), silver dirham, Nahr Tira 134h, wt. 2.81gms. (Lowick 2019; A.211), *very fine and rare* £150-200

The only Abbasid issue for this mint.

43. **Abbasid**, *temp.* al-Saffah, silver dirham, Ardashir Khurra 136h, wt. 2.95gms. (A.211), *extremely fine* £100-120

44. **Abbasid**, *temp.* al-Mansur (136-158), silver dirham, Ifriqiya 145h, *ta-min in lower rev. field*, wt. 2.69gms. (A.213), *very fine and rare* £200-250

45. **Abbasid**, *temp.* al-Mansur, silver dirham, Madinat al-Salam 146h, wt. 2.86gms. (A.213.1), *full flan, very fine and scarce* £150-200

This is the first year of issue for the silver dirham from Madinat al-Salam (Baghdad), the new Abbasid capital.
46. **Abbasid, temp. al-Mahdi (158-169h)**, silver dirham, Harunabad 169h, rev. provincial name Arminiya in upper field, and official Hasun in lower field, wt. 2.98gms. (A.215.3; Lowick 867), good very fine and scarce £180-220

47. **Abbasid, temp. al-Hadi (169-170h)**, silver dirham, al-Haruniya 170h, citing Harun as heir, wt. 2.81gms. (A.217.4), good very fine and rare £200-250

48. **Abbasid, Harun al-Rashid (170-193h)**, silver dirham, Madinat al-Salam, 174h, with title 'abd Allah Harun amir al-mu'minin inscribed within inner circle on rev., wt. 2.92gms. (A.219.6a; Lowick 1289), good very fine and a very rare date for this scarce issue £200-250

49. **Abbasid, al-Ma’mun (194-218h)**, silver dirham, Madinat Naysabur 197h, citing the Vizier Dhu’l Riyasatayn and ‘Abd Allah in obv. outer margin, wt. 3.08gms. (A.223.4), extremely fine and rare £120-150

50. **Abbasid, al-Ma’mun, silver ¼ dirham (2)**, San’a 209h; 210h, ‘rab’ meaning quarter on last line of rev. field legend, wts. 0.65gms, 0.67gms. (A.1050R), about fine and good fine respectively, the latter centrally holed, both very rare (2) £250-300

51. **Abbasid, al-Ma’mun, silver dirham, Madinat Samarqand 217h, wt. 2.90gms. (A.223.6; Lowick 2720), extremely fine, scarce £150-200

52. **Abbasid, al-Ma’mun, silver dirham, Madinat Samarqand 217h, wt. 2.90gms. (A.223.6; Lowick 2720), extremely fine, scarce £150-200

53. **Abbasid, al-Mu’tasim (218-227h)**, silver dirham, Dimashq 222h, wt. 2.92gms. (A.226; Artuq 318), softly struck, good very fine for issue and rare £200-250
54. **Abbasid**, al-Mu'tasim, silver dirham, Dimashq 225h, wt. 2.43gms. (A.226; Miles RIC 267), clipped, very fine and rare £150-200

55. **Abbasid**, al-Mutawakkil (232-247h), silver dirham, Fars 234h, wt. 3.03gms. (A.230.1), good extremely fine £150-200

56. **Abbasid**, al-Mutawakkil, silver donative dirham, Surra man ra'a 236h, struck on a small thick flan, citing heir Abu 'Abdullah, wt. 2.93gms. (A.230.A), good very fine and rare £150-200

57. **Abbasid**, al-Mutawakkil, silver dirham, Dimashq 247h, struck on a small thick flan, citing heir as al-Mu'tazz, wt. 2.99gms. (A.230.4), small edge split, pleasing very fine and rare £120-150

58. **Abbasid**, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), silver dirham, Makka 299h, wt. 2.70gms. (A.246.2), hairline fracture, but very fine and of the highest rarity £3500-4000

59. **Abbasid**, al-Muttaqi (329-333h), silver dirham, Madinat al-Salam 329h, citing chief amir Abu'l-Hasayn Bajkam, wt. 3.95gms. (A.255.3), about very fine and rare £120-150

60. **Abbasid**, al-Mustakfi (333-334h), silver dirham, Madinat al-Salam 334h, citing heir Abul-Hasan Muhammad, wt. 3.58gms. (A.263), irregular shaped flan, good very fine and rare £150-200

61. **Abbasid**, al-Muti (334-363h), silver heavy dirham, Atakiya (sic Antakiya) 354h, without name of governor, wt. 6.17gms. (A.265), unevenly struck but with clear mint and date, good very fine and very rare £500-600

A pure Abbasid issue.

**Islamic Coins**
62. **Abbasid**, al-Mustansir (623-640h), silver dirham (4), Madinat al-Salam 636h, 637h, 638h, 639h, wts. 2.88gms., 3.01gms., 3.02gms., 3.02gms. (A.272), all very fine (4) £150-200

63. **Abbasid**, al-Musta’sim (640-656h), silver dirham (5), Madinat al-Salam 641h, 642h, 643h, 645h, 648h, wts. 2.99gms., 2.95gms., 2.92gms., 3.02gms., 3.03gms. (A.276), the first coin with a small piercing on border, but all very fine and of good weight (5) £200-250

64. **Aghlabid**, Muhammad II (250-261h), gold dinar, no mint, 250h, wt. 4.16gms. (A.446; al-‘Ush 69), extremely fine £200-250

65. **Zirid of Qayrawan**, al-Mu’izz b. Badis (406-454h), gold dinar, Madinat ‘Izz al-Islam wa’l Qayrawan 444h, wt. 4.16gms. (A.458; Haz.7), struck from worn rusty dies, irregular flan, extremely fine for issue £180-220

66. **Murabitun (Almoravid)**, ‘Ali b. Yusuf (500-537h), gold dinar, Balansiya (Valencia) 500h, wt. 4.16gms. (A.466.1; Vives 1517), extremely fine and rare £1500-1800

67. **Murabitun (Almoravid)**, ‘Ali b. Yusuf, gold dinar, Fas 536h, citing Tashufin as heir, wt. 4.15gms. (A.466; Haz.378), good very fine £400-500
68. **Murabitun (Almoravid)**, Tashufin b. 'Ali (537-540), gold dinar, Aghmat 538h, wt. 4.14gms. (A.471.1; Haz 415), *extremely fine and rare*  £450-550

69. **Merinid/Ziyanid**, Anonymous, *temp.* Abu'l-Hassan 'Ali (731-752h), gold dinar, without mint or date, with Ziyanid term *ma aqrab faraj* referring to occupation of Tilimsan (737-749h), wt. 4.64gms. (A.528.3; Haz.768), *softly struck, good very fine*  £250-300

70. **Fatimid**, al-'Aziz (365-386h), gold dinar, Misr 367h, wt. 4.14gms. (Nicol 701; A.703), *extremely fine*  £200-250

71. **Fatimid**, al-Mustansir (427-487h), gold dinar, Tarablus 438h, wt. 3.54gms. (Nicol 1992; A.719.1), *good very fine*  £250-300

72. **Fatimid**, al-Mustansir, gold dinar, Sabra (Sfax in Tunisia) 439h, wt. 4.12gms. (Nicol 1749; A.719.1), *part of outer legend struck flat, otherwise about uncirculated and rare*  £500-600

73. **Fatimid**, al-Amir (494-524h), gold dinar, al-Iskandariya 502h, wt. 4.32gms. (Nicol 2446; A.729), *lustrous, good extremely fine*  £250-300

74. **Fatimid**, al-Amir, gold dinar, 'Asqalan 505h, wt. 4.12gms. (Nicol 2502; A.729), *extremely fine and very rare*  £3000-3500

**Islamic Coins**
75. **Fatimid**, al-Amir, gold dinar, al-Iskandariya 509h, wt. 4.78gms. (Nicol 2454; A.729), *lustrous, good extremely fine* £250-300

76. **Fatimid**, al-Hafiz (526-544h), gold dinar, al-Iskandariya 529h, wt. 4.56gms. (Nicol 2600; A.735), *lustrous, about extremely fine and rare* £300-350

77. **Fatimid**, al-Zafir (544-549h), gold dinar, Misr 545h, wt. 4.67gms. (Nicol 2658; A.738), *extremely fine and rare* £350-400

78. **Fatimid**, al-Zafir, gold dinar, Misr 548h, wt. 3.72gms. (Nicol 2661; A.738), *well struck and cleanly centred, extremely fine and rare* £350-400

79. **Fatimid**, al-‘Adil (555-567h), gold dinar, al-Mu’izziya al-Qahira 564h, wt. 2.70gms. (Nicol 2711; A.744.2), *good very fine and very rare* £400-450

80. **Sulayhid**, ‘Ali b. Muhammad, gold dinar, Zabid 445h, citing the Fatimid caliph al-Mustansir, wt. 2.41gms. (A.1075.1), *a well-centred strike, good very fine and rare* £600-800

81. **Zurayid**, Muhammad b. Saba’ (533-550h), gold dinar, ‘Adan 549h citing the deceased Fatimid caliph al-Amir, wt. 2.36gms. (A.1080), *good very fine and rare* £350-400

82. **Ayyubid/Bahri Mamluk**, al-Ashraf Musa II (648-652h), gold dinar, al-Qahira 650h, wt. 4.75gms. (A.831), *unevenly struck, good very fine and very rare* £1250-1500

All coins in the name of Musa II were struck the authority of the Mamluk ruler Aybak.
83. **Burji Mamluk**, al-Zahir Barquq (784-801h), gold dinar, Halab (798h), wt. 6.71gms. (A.972), *a well centred strike on obverse and reverse, lustrous about uncirculated, scarce as such* £350-400

84. **Ottoman**, Bayezid II (886-918h), gold sultani, Qustantiniya 886h, wt. 3.52gms. (A.1311; Pere 101), *very fine and rare* £700-800

85. **Ottoman**, Sulayman I (926-974h), gold sultani, Dimashq 926h, wt. 3.13gms. (A.1317; Pere 168), *good very fine* £180-220

86. **Ottoman**, Ahmad III (1115-1143h), gold ashrafi, Misr 1115h, wt. 3.44gms. (KM.-; Pere 502; Artuq 1760), *minor striking weakness, good very fine, scarce* £250-300

87. **Ottoman**, Ahmad III, gold zinjirli altin, Misr 1115h, wt. 3.4gms. (KM.72; Pere 510), *traces of lustre, extremely fine* £150-200

88. **Ottoman**, Ahmad III, gold zeri-Istanbul, 1115h, wt. 3.47gms. (KM.73; Pere 499), *lustrous extremely fine* £150-200

89. **Ottoman**, Ahmad III, gold ½ zinjirli altin, Misr 1115h, wt. 1.75gms. (KM.71; Artuq 1762), *certified and graded by NGC as Uncirculated Details, Cleaned, good extremely fine and rare* £300-350

90. **Ottoman**, Mahmud I (1143-1168), gold zinjirli altin, Misr 1143h, wt. 3.44gms. (KM.91; Pere 559), *about uncirculated* £150-200
91. **Mercia**, Offa, penny, light coinage (c.780-792), London, Chick type 13, Offa REX in two lines, rev. Edelpeard in two lines, wt. 1.10gms. (S.904; N.287), bent, otherwise fine and scarce £300-400

Found at Breckland, Norfolk.

92. **Mercia**, Burgred (852-874), penny, type IIb, BVRGRED REX around crude bust r. with six pellets on neck, rev. CVNEHELM between MON ETA in three lines divided by crooks, wt. 1.30gms. (S.940b; N.425), good very fine £600-800

93. **William I** (1066-1087), penny, profile left type (BMC.I, London, crowned and diademed bust l., with sceptre, rev. PVLFPINE ON LII, cross fleury with annulet in centre, wt. 1.30gms. (S.1250; N.839; cf. BMC.37), good fine or better £450-500

94. **William I** (1066-1087), penny, Paxs type (BMC.VIII), Thetford, crowned and diademed bust facing, with sceptre, rev. GODRIC ON DTFRDI, cross pattée, PAXS in angles, wt. 1.40gms. (S.1257; BMC.1016), good fine £250-300

95. **Henry I** (1100-1135), penny, Paxs type (BMC.3), Thetford, crowned and diademed facing bust, annulet to l., trefoil to r., rev. GODPINE ON TE, PAX between lines, annulets above and below, wt. 1.40gms. (S.1264; N.859), good fine or better £350-400

Found at Griston parish, Norfolk, ID S-55FA3E.

96. **Henry I** (1100-1135), penny, annulet and piles type (BMC.4), Thetford, crowned and diademed facing bust, sceptre over right shoulder, rev. HVRSAN ON TET, annulets and piles, wt. 1.35gms. (S.1265; N.860), weakness in centre but well struck, good fine, extremely rare £350-400

This moneyer previously only known for Henry I types 2, 3 and 9. Found at North Lopham, Norfolk, EMC 2912, 0172.
97. **Henry I** (1100-1135), penny, small profile/cross and annulets type (BMC.12), Thetford, crowned bust l., in l. field a rosette, rev. OSBERN ON TETF, cross pattée with annulet in centre, in each angle, an annulet enclosing a pellet, wt. 1.30gms. (S.1273; N.868), *some flatness, good fine* £400-500
   Found at Rockland parish, Norfolk.

98. **Stephen** (1135-1154), penny, Watford type (BMC.1), Sudbury, crowned and diademed bust r., holding sceptre, rev. GHEBERT:ON:SVDB, cross moline, lis in angles, wt. 1.20gms. (S.1278; N.873), *good fine or better* £250-350
   Found at Kenninghall, Norfolk.

99. **Stephen** (1135-1154), penny, Watford type (BMC.2), uncertain mint, crowned and diademed bust threequarters facing, holding sceptre, rev. …EFREI…, voided cross and stars, wt. 1.40gms. (S.1280; N.878), *much flatness, off centre, fine or better* £150-200

100. **Stephen** (1135-1154), penny, cross and piles type (BMC.6), London, crowned bust l., holding sceptre, rev. RAVLF ON LVN, cross fleury with pile surmounted by a trefoil, wt. 1.29gms. (S.1281; N.879), *some flatness, fine or better* £350-400

101. **Edward II** (1272-1307), long cross pennies, Class IXb, Kingston upon Hull mint (2), bust of king facing, rev. VILL’KYNCESTON, long cross, pellets in angles (S.1426; N.1037/1), *toned, generally fine or better* (2) £150-200

102. **Edward II** (1272-1307), long cross pennies, Class IXb, Kingston upon Hull mint (2), bust of king facing, rev. VILL’KYNCESTON, long cross, pellets in angles (S.1426; N.1037/1), *toned, generally fine or better* (2) £150-200

103. **Edward II** (1272-1307), long cross pennies, Class IXb, Kingston upon Hull mint (2), bust of king facing, rev. VILL’KYNCESTON, long cross, pellets in angles (S.1426; N.1037/1), *toned, generally fine or better* (2) £150-200

104. **Edward III**, fourth coinage, pre-treaty period (1351-1361), noble, London, class E, with French title, king with sword and shield stg. facing in ship, rev. ornate cross, E in centre., wt. 7.5gms. (S.1488; N.1160), *has been mounted, traces of solder and claw marks, about very fine* £1200-1500

105. **Henry VII** (1485-1509), halfpenny, type III, mm eye, single arched crown, Canterbury, struck by Archbishop Morton, facing bust, saltires by neck, rev. M in centre, wt. 0.5gms. (N.1736/1), *good fine and of extreme rarity* £200-300
   Found at Stow Bedon, Norfolk.

---

**British Coins**
106. **Edward VI**, fine silver coinage, crown, mm. tun, 1552, crowned figure of king on horseback r., shouldering sword, date below, rev. long cross fourchée over shield of arms (S.2478; N.1933), *good fine, scarce* £1250-1500

107. **Elizabeth I**, first issue, shilling, mm. lis (1558-1560), crowned bust l., rev. long cross fourchée over shield, wire line and beaded inner circles on both sides, wt. 5.9gms. (S.2549; N.1985), *fine, scarce* £150-200

Found at Rockland, Norfolk.

108. **Elizabeth I**, third and fourth issues, sixpences (2): mm. eglantine, 1575; milled coinage, mm. star, 1562, crowned bust l., rose behind, rev. long cross fourchée over shield of arms, date above (S.2563, 2594), *the first with a good portrait but a small indentation on shield on reverse, the second with planchet flaw at 9 o’clock on reverse and light tooling in reverse field, otherwise both about very fine* (2) £150-200

109. **Elizabeth I**, seventh issue, crown, mm. 1 (1601-1602), crowned bust l., with orb and sceptre, the sceptre points to G of REGINA, rev. shield of arms (S.2582; N.2012), *toned, light stress marks, otherwise good very fine with a good portrait, a most attractive piece* £2500-3500

110. **James I**, third coinage, laurel, mm. trefoil (1624), fourth laur. bust l., mark of value behind, rev. long cross fleury over crowned shield of arms, wt. 9.08gms. (S.2638B; N.2114), *light tooling both sides and a couple of tiny edge cracks at 7 and 8 o’clock on obverse, otherwise very fine* £1500-2000

**British Coins**
111. **James I**, third coinage, crown, mm. thistle (1621-1623), crowned figure of king on horseback r. shouldering sword, *rev.* plume over garnished shield of arms (S.2665; N.2121), *about very fine, scarce* £1400-1600

112. **Charles I**, crown, Tower mint, type 2b1, mm. plume (1630-1631), crowned figure of king on horseback l., shouldering sword, *rev.* oval, garnished shield of arms, plume above between CR (S.2756; N.2192), *very fine, reverse better* £1750-2250

113. **Charles I**, halfcrown, Tower mint (2): type 2c, mm. portcullis (1633-4); type 3a2, mm. triangle in circle (1641-43), king on horseback l., *rev.* oval shield of arms (S.2769, 2775; N.2207, 2211), *horseman weak on first, both about very fine for issue (2)* £100-200

114. **Charles I**, Briot’s second milled issue (1638-1639), shilling, mm. anchor and B, crowned bust l., value behind head, *rev.* long cross fourchée over shield (S.2859; N.2305), *tiny marks in front of face, about fine, reverse better* £100-150

115. **Commonwealth**, crown, mm. sun, 1653, English shield of arms within wreath, *rev.* conjoined shields, mark of value above (S.3214; N.2721), *about very fine* £1250-1500
116. **Oliver Cromwell**, crown, by Simon, 1658/7, dr. bust l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3226; N.2745), toned, nearly extremely fine, reverse better

£4000-6000

117. **Charles II**, crown, 1664, XVI, second laur. bust r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, interlinked Cs in angles (S.3355; ESC.28; Bull 362), good fine

£250-350

**British Coins**
118. **Charles II and William III**, halfcrowns (3): 1671, V. TERTIO; 1697, NONO; 1698, DECIMO, third/first laur. bust r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (S.3366, 3487, 3494), *the second good very fine, the others fine or better* (3) £300-350

119. **Charles II**, pattern farthing in silver, 1676, laur. bust with long hair l., *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (P.492), *certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 58* £300-350

120. **James II**, crown, 1687, TERTIO, second laur. bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (S.3407; ESC.78; Bull 743), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61* £1400-1600

121. **James II**, crown, 1687, TERTIO, second laur. bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (S.3407; ESC.78; Bull 743), *slight weakness in 16 of date, about very fine, reverse better* £450-650

**British Coins**
122. **James II**, halfcrown, 1686, SECVNDO, first laur. bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (S.3408; ESC.494; Bull 749), toned, extremely fine, rare in this grade
£2500-3000

123. **William and Mary**, crown, 1692, 2 over inverted 2, QVINTO, conjoined laur. busts r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, interlinked WMs in angles (S.3433; ESC.85; Bull 824), fine
£400-600

124. **William III**, crown, 1695, OCTAVO, first laur. and dr. bust r. *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (S.3470; ESC.87; Bull 991), small edge knock at 6 o’clock on obverse, toned, nearly extremely fine
£550-750

125. **William III**, double-struck sixpence, 1697C, Chester mint, first laur. and dr. bust r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (S.3529; ESC.1536), **certified and graded by NGC as Mint Error Very Good 10, Double Struck**
£50-80
126. **Anne**, crown, 1703, TERTIO, VIGO, first dr. bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (S.3576; ESC.99; Bull 1340), *about fine* £275-375

127. **Anne and George III**, halfcrowns (2): 1707E, SEXTO; 1816 (S.3605; 3788), *fine and better*, shilling 1711 (S.3618), *fair* (3) £80-100

128. **George I**, half guinea, 1725, second laur. head r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3637), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64*, very rare in this grade £2500-3000

129. **George I**, crown, 1718/6, QUINTO, roses and plumes, laur. bust r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, roses and plumes in angles (S.3639; ESC.111A; Bull 1542), *good fine or better* £500-700

**British Coins**
130. **George II**, crown, 1735, OCTAVO, roses and plumes, young laur. and dr. bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, roses and plumes in angles (S.3686; ESC.120; Bull 1663), *practically as struck* £2750-3250

131. **George II**, crown, 1739, DVODECIMO, roses, young laur. and dr. bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, roses in angles (S.3687; ESC.122; Bull 1665), *about very fine* £500-700
132. **George II**, crown, 1746, D.NONO, LIMA, old laur. bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3689; ESC.125; Bull 1668), good fine

£350-450

133. **George II**, proof halfcrown, 1746, VICESIMO, old laur. and dr. bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3696; ESC.608; Bull 1691), toned, certified and graded by NGC as Proof 63

£2500-3000

134. **George III**, half guinea, 1810, seventh laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within Garter (S.3737), certified and graded by PCGS as About Uncirculated 58

£300-350

135. **George III**, dollar, oval countermarked on portrait 8 reales of Charles IV, 1794FM, Mexico City (S.3765A; ESC.129; Bull 1852), host coin about extremely fine, countermark better

£500-700

136. **George III**, Bank of England, proof dollar, 1804, type E/2, laur. and dr. bust r., rev. Britannia seated l. within crowned Garter (S.3768; ESC.165; Bull 1952), attractively toned, light scratch behind king’s hair tie, otherwise about mint state, rare

£1250-1750
137. **George III**, Bank of England, pattern 5 shillings and sixpence, 1811, struck in copper, type K/5a, laur. and dr. bust l., *rev.* BANK/TOKEN/5S. 6D./1811 within oak wreath (ESC.206; Bull 1996; L&S.126), with original copper shell and inscribed Boulton & Watts paper, *very light fingerprint on reverse, otherwise mint state, a beautiful piece* £1250-1500

138. George III, halfpenny, 1771, laur. and cuir. bust r., *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3774), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 Red Brown* £200-250

139. **George III**, half sovereign, 1817, laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3786), *almost extremely fine* £350-450

140. **George III**, crowns (3): 1818, LVIII; 1820, LX (2), laur. head r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3787), *the first with X scratched before portrait*, with a twopence, 1797 (S.3776), *all fair to fine* (4) £50-75

141. **George III**, crown, 1819, LIX, laur. head r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3787; ESC.215; Bull 2010), *attractively toned, about extremely fine* £200-250
142. **George III**, crown, 1819, LIX, no stops on edge, laur. head r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3787; ESC.215A; Bull 2011[R^3]), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65 Prooflike, a very rare variety* £3000-4000

143. **George III and Victoria**, crowns (2): 1819, LX; 1887, laur. head r./‘Jubilee’ bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3787, 3921), *the first extremely fine, the second lightly cleaned and with a slight mark running through head where it meets the crown which is continued into fields, otherwise good very fine (2)* £250-350
144. **George IV**, half sovereign, 1824, laur. head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3803), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64* £1500-2000

145. **George IV**, crown, 1821, SECUNDO, laur. head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3805; ESC.246; Bull 2310), *toned, about extremely fine* £250-350

146. **George IV**, crowns, 1821, SECUNDO (2), laur. head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3805; ESC.246; Bull 2310), *both toned, fine (2)* £60-80

147. **George IV**, proof penny in bronzed copper, 1826, laur. head l., *rev.* Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S.3823), *certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 63* £450-500

148. **William IV**, halfcrown, 1834, block WW on truncation, bare head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms over mantle (S.3834A; ESC.660; Bull 2474), *about extremely fine, reverse better* £200-300

**British Coins**
149. William IV, penny, 1831, bare head r., rev. Britannia std. r. with shield and trident (S.3845), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 Brown

£300-400

150. G Victoria, half sovereign, 1844, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3859), a couple of light digs, very fine

£125-150

151. G Victoria, half sovereign, 1847, first head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3859), certified and graded by CGSUK as CGS35, good very fine

£150-200

152. G Victoria, half sovereign, 1849, first head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3859), certified and graded by CGSUK as CGS55, almost extremely fine

£150-200

153. G Victoria, half sovereign, 1850, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3859), good fine

A rare date.

£250-300

154. G Victoria, half sovereign, 1852, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3859), very fine

£140-160

155. G Victoria, half sovereign, 1855, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3859), good very fine

£140-160

156. G Victoria, half sovereigns, 1858 (3), bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3859), one very fine, another almost extremely fine with slight dig above eyebrow, the last almost extremely fine (3)

£500-600
157. **G** Victoria, half sovereign, 1858, second head l., **rev.** crowned shield of arms (S.3859A), certified and graded by CGSUK as CGS55, about extremely fine £200-250

158. **G** Victoria, half sovereign, 1861, second head l., **rev.** crowned shield of arms (S.3859A), very fine £150-200

159. **G** Victoria, half sovereign, 1866, bare head l., **rev.** crowned shield of arms (S.3860), about very fine £150-200

160. **G** Victoria, two pounds, 1887, ‘Jubilee’ bust l., **rev.** St. George and the dragon (S.3865), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63 £1000-1200

161. **G** Victoria, two pounds, 1887, ‘Jubilee’ bust l., **rev.** St. George and the dragon (S.3865), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63 £1000-1200

162. **G** Victoria, half sovereign, 1901, veiled bust l., **rev.** St. George and the dragon (S.3879), in case with certificate of authenticity, some light surface scratches, extremely fine £150-200

163. **Victoria**, crowns (2): 1845, cinquefoil edge stops; 1847, young head l., **rev.** crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3882), both about very fine (2) £125-175

164. **Victoria**, proof crown, 1847, plain edge, ‘Gothic’ bust l., **rev.** crowned, cruciform shields (S.3883; ESC.291; Bull 2577), tiny mark behind queen’s shoulder and some light hairlines in field, otherwise about mint state and attractively toned £2750-3750
165. **Victoria**, halfcrowns (8): 1877; 1883, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3889), *fine and fair*; 1887 (6), ‘Jubilee’ bust l., *rev.* crowned shield within Garter (S.3924), *one very fine, the others extremely fine to about mint state* (8) £100-120

166. **Victoria**, Gothic florin, 1852, crowned bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (S.3891; ESC.806; Bull 2820), lightly toned, *about mint state* £300-400

167. **Victoria**, Maundy twopence, 1861, 6 of date over 1, young head l., *rev.* crowned mark of value within wreath (S.3919; ESC.2473; Bull 3508), *extremely fine, scarce* £80-100

168. **Victoria**, silver currency set, 1887, crown to threepence, Golden Jubilee (S.3921, 3923, 3924, 3925, 3926, 3928, 3931), with case, *good very fine to extremely fine* (7) £75-100

169. **Victoria**, crowns (3): 1887 (2); 1889, ‘Jubilee’ bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3921), *the first two about extremely fine, the last good very fine* (3) £100-120

170. **Victoria**, crowns (8): 1889 (4); 1890 (2); 1891 (2), ‘Jubilee’ bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3921), *one 1891 about extremely fine, the others fine to very fine* (8) £100-150

171. **Victoria**, double florins (9): 1887 (5): Roman I in date (3); Arabic 1 in date (2); 1889 (3); 1890, ‘Jubilee’ bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3922, 3923), *good fine to good very fine* (9) £100-150
172. **Victoria**, double florin, 1888, inverted I for second I of VICTORIA, ’Jubilee’ bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptre in angles (S.3923; ESC.397A; Bull 2700), *certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63+* £450-500

173. **Victoria**, crown, 1893, LVI, veiled bust l., *rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3937; ESC.303; Bull 2593), the fields prooflike, certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 65* £500-700

The second highest graded by PCGS.

174. **Victoria**, crowns (8): 1893, LVI; 1895, LIX; 1897 (3): LX; LXI (2); 1898, LXI; 1899, LXIII; 1900, LXIV, veiled bust l., *rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3937), fine to very fine (8)* £75-125

175. **Victoria**, crown, 1895, LVIII, veiled bust l., *rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3937; ESC.309; Bull 2598), extremely fine* £160-180

176. **Victoria**, crown, 1900, LXIV, veiled bust l., *rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3937), attractively toned, about extremely fine* £100-150

177. **Victoria**, copper penny, 1853, plain trident, young head l., *rev. Britannia std. r. with shield and trident (S.3948), good very fine* £240-280

178. **Victoria**, bronze penny, 1875, young bust l., *rev. Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S.3954), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64 Red Brown* £275-325

*ex Baldwin’s vault*
179. **G** Edward VII, two pounds, 1902, bare head r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3967), *some light marks to surface, almost extremely fine*  
£700-900

180. **G** Edward VII, matt proof half sovereign, 1902, bare head r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3974A), *certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 62*  
£300-400

181. Edward VII, matt proof crown, 1902, bare head r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3979; ESC.362; Bull 3562), *certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 64*  
The third highest graded by PCGS.  
£350-450

182. Edward VII, crown, 1902, bare head r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3978; ESC.361; Bull 3560), *attractive rainbow toning, a few light marks in reverse field, extremely fine*  
£100-150

183. Edward VII, crowns, 1902 (2), bare head r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3978), *fine or better (2)*  
£100-120

184. **G** George V, proof two pounds, 1911, bare head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3995), *certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 65+ Cameo*  
£2500-3000

**British Coins**
185. **George V**, proof crown, 1927, bare head l., *rev.* large crown within wreath (S.4036), *attractively toned*, extremely fine £125-175

186. **George V**, crown, 1933, bare head l., *rev.* large crown within wreath (S.4036), *attractively toned, about extremely fine, reverse better* £150-200


188. **George VI**, proof half sovereign, 1937, bare head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.4077), *certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 65* £550-650

189. **George VI**, proof crown, 1937, bare head l., *rev.* arms and supporters (S.4079; ESC.393; Bull 4021), *certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 66* £300-400

The second highest graded by PCGS.

190. **George VI**, crowns (10): 1937 (6), Coronation commemorative; 1951 (4), Festival of Britain commemorative, bare head l., *rev.* arms and supporters/St. George and the dragon (S.4078, 4111), *all about extremely fine to uncirculated* (10) £120-180

191. **George VI**, proof set, 1951, Festival of Britain, crown to farthing (S.PS18), in original card case of issue, *lightly toned, FDC* (10) £75-125

192. **George VI**, error shilling, 1951, ‘English’ reverse, on slightly broader flan, bare head l., *rev.* lion standing on large crown (S.4108), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint Error About Uncirculated 58* £80-100

**British Coins**
193. **Elizabeth II**, proof set, 1953, crown to farthing, Coronation (S.PS19), in Royal Mint case of issue, *all attractively toned, about mint state* (10) £100-150

194.  

195.  

196.  

197.  

198.  

199.  

200.  

201.  

202.  

**British Coins**
203. **Elizabeth II**, gold proof sovereign three coin collection, 1989, two pounds to half sovereign, 500th Anniversary of the Sovereign, monarch enthroned facing, rev. shield of arms upon crowned rose (S.PGS11), in fitted case of issue, with certificate, *FDC (3)* £1500-2000

204. **Elizabeth II**, gold proof sovereign three coin collection, 1989, two pounds to half sovereign, 500th Anniversary of the Sovereign, monarch enthroned facing, rev. shield of arms upon crowned rose (S.PGS11), in fitted case of issue, with certificate, *FDC (3)* £1500-2000

205. **Elizabeth II**, gold proof three coin collection, 1991, two pounds to half sovereign, head r., wearing tiara, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.PGS15), in fitted case of issue, with certificate, *FDC (3) £800-1000

206. **Elizabeth II**, gold proof three coin collection, 1993, two pounds to half sovereign, head r., wearing tiara, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.PGS19), in fitted case of issue, with certificate, *FDC (3) £800-1000

207. **Elizabeth II**, gold proof three coin collection, 1996, two pounds to half sovereign, head r., wearing tiara, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.PGS25), in fitted case of issue, with certificate, *FDC (3) £800-1000

208. **Elizabeth II**, proof gold two pounds, 1986, crowned bust r., rev. St. Andrew’s cross with crown of laurel leaves, surmounted by a thistle of Scotland, milled edge (S.K1), in original case of issue, with certificate, *FDC £500-600

209. **Elizabeth II**, proof gold two pounds, 1995, 50th Anniversary of the United Nations, bust r., wearing tiara, rev. anniversary symbol and fanning pattern of flags (S.K6), in original case of issue, with certificate, *FDC £500-600

210. **Elizabeth II**, proof gold two pounds, 2001, 100th Anniversary of Marconi’s First Wireless Transmission Across the Atlantic, bust r., wearing tiara, rev. radio waves (S.K11), in original case of issue, with certificate, *FDC £500-600

211. **Elizabeth II**, proof gold two pounds, 2003, 50th Anniversary of the Discovery of the Structure of DNA, bust r., wearing tiara, rev. double helix (S.K16), in original case of issue, with certificate, *FDC £500-600

212. **Elizabeth II**, proof gold two pounds, 2004, 200th Anniversary of the Steam Locomotive, bust r., wearing tiara, rev. Trevithick’s Locomotive Penydarren (S.K17), in original case of issue, with certificate, *FDC £500-600

213. **Elizabeth II**, proof gold two pounds, 2005, 400th Anniversary of the Gunpowder Plot, bust r., wearing tiara, rev. crosiers, maces and swords, surrounded by stars (S.K18), in original case of issue, with certificate, *FDC £500-600
214. G Elizabeth II, proof gold two pounds, 2005, 60th Anniversary of the End of World War Two, bust r., wearing tiara, rev. St. Paul's Cathedral (S.K19), in original case of issue, with certificate, FDC £500-600


216. G Elizabeth II, proof gold two pounds, 2006 (2), The Man and His Achievements, Brunel 1806-2006, bust r., wearing tiara, revs. Brunel; roof of Paddington Station (S.K20, K21), in case, with certificates, lightly toned, FDC (2) £1000-1200

217. G Elizabeth II, proof gold two pounds, 2007, Bicentenary of the Abolition of the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade, bust r., wearing tiara, rev. the date 1807 with the 0 shown as a broken chain link (S.K23), in original case of issue, with certificates, FDC £500-600

218. G Elizabeth II, proof gold one pound four coin set, 2004; 2005; 2006; 2007, bust r., wearing tiara, revs. Forth Rail Bridge, Menai Straits Suspension Bridge, MacNeill’s Egyptian Arch Railway Bridge and Gateshead Millennium Bridge (S.PGBS1), in case of issue, with certificates, FDC (4) £2500-3000

219. G Elizabeth II, proof gold pound, 2008, bust r., wearing tiara, rev. royal shield of arms (S.J27), in original case of issue, with certificate, FDC £750-1000

220. G Elizabeth II, proof half sovereign, 1980, bust r., wearing tiara, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.SC1), in original case of issue, with certificate, FDC £150-200

221. G Elizabeth II, three coin proof half sovereign Portrait Set, proof half sovereigns (3): 1983; 1986; 2004, bust r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.SC1; SC2; SC4), in case of issue, with certificate, FDC (3) £400-500


223. G Elizabeth II, proof half sovereign, 1988, head r., wearing tiara, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.SB2), in fitted case of issue, with certificate, FDC £125-175

224. G Elizabeth II, proof half sovereigns, 1989 (2), 500th Anniversary of Sovereign, monarch enthroned facing, rev. crowned shield of arms upon crowned rose (S.SB3), in fitted cases of issue, with certificates, FDC (2) £400-500

BRITISH COINS
225. G Elizabeth II, proof half sovereigns, 1990 (2), head r., wearing tiara, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.SB2), in fitted cases of issue, with certificates, one FDC, the other about mint state (2) £300-350

226. G Elizabeth II, proof half sovereigns (3): 1997; 1999 (2), head r., wearing tiara, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.SB2, SB4 [2]), in fitted cases of issue, with certificates, the first mint state, the second and last FDC (3) £300-350


228. G Elizabeth II, proof half sovereigns, 2002 (2), head r., wearing tiara rev. crowned shield of arms (S.SB5), in fitted cases of issue, with certificates, FDC £300-350

229. G Elizabeth II, proof gold 50 pence, 2003, 100th Anniversary of the Women’s Social and Political Union, bust r., wearing tiara, rev. suffragette chained to railings, holding a banner, a ballot paper to r. (S.H12), in original case of issue, with certificate, FDC £500-600

230. G Elizabeth II, proof gold 50 pence, 2004, 50th Anniversary of the Four-Minute Mile, bust r., wearing tiara, rev. legs of athlete and stopwatch (S.H13), in original case of issue, with certificate, FDC £500-600


233. G Elizabeth II, proof gold 50 pence, 2007, Centenary of the Foundation of the Scouting Movement, bust r., wearing tiara, rev. fleur-de-lis on globe (S.H17), in original case of issue, with certificate, FDC £500-600

234. G Elizabeth II, Britannia gold proof set, 1987, £100 to £10, bust r., wearing tiara, rev. Britannia seated on rock, holding shield and trident (S.PGB01), in original case of issue, with certificate, FDC (4) £1900-2200

235. G Elizabeth II, Britannia gold proof set, 2004, £100 to £10, bust r., wearing tiara, rev. Britannia seated on rock, holding shield and trident (S.PGB23), in original box of issue, with certificate, about FDC(4) £1900-2200


237. G Elizabeth II, proof gold Britannia 25 pounds, 2000, head r., wearing tiara, rev. Britannia standing on rock in sea, with trident, olive branch and shield (S.BO4), in fitted case of issue, with certificate, FDC £250-300
CHANNEL ISLANDS


IRISH COINS

240. Charles I, issue of 1643-4, ‘Ormonde money’, halfcrown, C.R, large crown above, rev. large mark of value (S.6545), lightly toned, weakly struck in places, about very fine £800-1000
With old ticket.

241. George IV, proof halfpenny, 1822, laur. bust l., rev. HIBERNIA, crowned harp (S.6624), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 64 Brown, rare £400-500

SCOTTISH COINS

242. James VI, fourth coinage, thirty shillings, 1585, half-length figure l. in armour, holding sword, rev. crowned shield dividing I R and XXX S (S.5487), reverse struck slightly off centre, good very fine £2400-2800

243. Charles II, bawbee, 1678, bust l., rev. crowned thistle (S.5628), small scrape on rim at 12 o’clock on reverse but good very fine, rare as nice £200-300
SOVEREIGNS

244. G George IV, sovereign, 1826, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3801), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65
£2750-3750

Only one graded Mint State 65 by NGC, the next highest graded by NGC is Mint State 63.

245. G William IV, sovereign, 1832, first bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3829), certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine 45, rare
£1400-1600

246. G Victoria, sovereign, 1839, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), lightly brushed, a slight dig to field below hair, a corresponding dig to reverse in top right quarter of shield, good very fine
£1500-2500

One of the rarest dates.

247. G Victoria, sovereign, 1842, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), practically uncirculated, certified and graded by ICG as Mint State 63, a choice piece
£500-700

248. G Victoria, sovereign, 1842, closed 2, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), some slight marks to surface, good very fine
£275-325

SOVEREIGNS
249. **Victoria**, sovereigns (3): 1845; 1847; 1848, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852, 3852C), **the first and second good very fine, the last polished but almost extremely fine** (3) £750-850

250. **Victoria**, sovereign, 1846, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), **certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 64**

   The second highest graded by PCGS.

   £1400-1600

251. **Victoria**, sovereign, 1849, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852C), **certified and graded by PCGS as About Uncirculated 58**

   £350-450

252. **Victoria**, sovereign, 1849, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852C), **some light surface marks, extremely fine**

   £300-400

253. **Victoria**, sovereigns, 1850 (3), young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852C), **all good very fine or better** (3) £750-850

254. **Victoria**, sovereigns (3): 1851; 1852; 1855, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852C), **the first with slight dig to neck above W.W. on truncation, about extremely fine, the second good very fine, the last very fine** (3)

   £750-850

255. **Victoria**, sovereign, 1853, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852C), **certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 58**

   £275-325

**Sovereigns**
256. G **Victoria**, sovereign, 1853, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852C), *very fine* £250-300

257. G **Victoria**, sovereign, 1855, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852D), *the reverse slightly prooflike, practically mint state* £400-600

258. G **Victoria**, sovereign, 1856, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852D), *about extremely fine* £300-350


260. G **Victoria**, sovereign, 1859, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852E), *good very fine* £275-325

261. G **Victoria**, sovereigns, 1860 (2), one with C over O in obverse legend, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852D), *both good very fine* (2) £700-800

262. G **Victoria**, sovereign, 1865, die no. 13, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3853), *good very fine* £275-325

263. G **Victoria**, sovereign, 1866, die no. 77, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3853), *certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 64* £1000-1200

264. G **Victoria**, sovereigns (2): 1866; 1875M, The Douro Sovereign Set, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield within wreath (S.3853); St. George and the dragon (S.3857), in case of issue, with certificate, issue no. 232, *extremely fine* (2) £550-600

The *Douro*, bound for Southampton from Lisbon with a cargo of gold and jewels, sank in April 1882 with the loss of many lives including the captain and six officers. The search for the wreck was commenced in 1949 but it was not until the early 1990s that it was located and its precious cargo brought to the surface.

**SOVEREIGNS**
265. G Victoria, sovereign, 1868, die no. 33, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3853), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 62
£300-400

266. G Victoria, sovereign, 1872, young head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3856A), extremely fine £250-300

267. G Victoria - Elizabeth II, Mints and Monarchs Gold Sovereign Collection, sovereigns (8): 1883M; 1891S; 1898; 1910P; 1911C; 1930SA; 1976 (S.3857A, 3866B, 3874, 3972, 3998, 3997, 4005, SC1), in case, with certificate, all extremely fine (8)
£2250-2500

268. G Victoria, sovereign, 1887, normal JEB (angled J) on truncation, ‘Jubilee’ bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3866), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 64
£500-600
The second highest graded by PCGS.

269. G Victoria and Elizabeth II, Queen Mother Collection, comprising sovereigns (2): 1900; 2000, silver proof £5, 2000 (S. 3874, SC4, L8), in box of issue with certificate, the first extremely fine, second and last FDC (3)
£550-600

270. G Edward VII, matt proof sovereign, 1902, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3969), extremely fine
£400-500

271. G George V, Gold Sovereigns of the World, sovereigns (7): 1912; 1915S; 1917M; 1917P; 1918E; 1918C; 1931SA, bare head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3996, 4003, 3999, 4001, 3998, 3997, 4005), in plastic frame of issue, with felt sleeve and box, extremely fine (7) £1750-2250

272. G Elizabeth II, Sovereign Portrait Collection, sovereigns (4): 1957; proof issues (3): 1983; 1987; 2004, bust r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.4124; SC1; SC2; SC4), in case of issue, with certificate, the first extremely fine, the rest FDC (4) £1100-1200

273. G Elizabeth II, Royal Portrait Collection, comprising sovereign, 1965; proof sovereigns (3): 1981; 1986; 1998, bust r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.4125; SC1; SC2; SC4), in case of issue, with certificate, the first extremely fine, the rest FDC (4) £1250-1500

274. G Elizabeth II, proof sovereign, 1980, bust r., wearing tiara, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.SC1), in original case of issue, with certificate, FDC £250-300


SOVEREIGNS
276. **Elizabeth II**, proof sovereigns, 1983 (2), head r., wearing tiara, *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.SC.1), in fitted cases of issue, with certificates, *the first FDC, the second has finger prints to obverse and reverse, about mint state* (2) £550-650


279. **Elizabeth II**, proof sovereign, 1988, bust r., wearing tiara, *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.SC2), in original case of issue, with certificate, *FDC* £250-300


286. **G Elizabeth II**, proof sovereigns, 1998 (2), head r., wearing tiara, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.SC4), in fitted cases of issue, with certificates, FDC (2) £550-650

287. **G Elizabeth II**, proof sovereigns, 1998 (2), head r., wearing tiara, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.SC4), in fitted cases of issue, with certificates, FDC (2) £550-650

288. **G Elizabeth II**, gold proof sovereign two-coin set, 2000, issue number 1104, comprising: sovereign, 2000, head r., wearing tiara, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.SC4); Jersey, sovereign, 2000, crowned bust r., rev. William the Conqueror (KM.110), in fitted case, with certificate, both FDC (2) £500-600

289. **G Elizabeth II**, proof sovereign, 2002, head r., wearing tiara rev., crowned shield of arms of our United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (S.SC5), in fitted case of issue, with certificate, FDC £300-400

**SOVEREIGNS**
290. 17th century (2): Hampshire, Romsey, John Puckeridge, halfpenny, 1668 (W.177); Norfolk, King’s Lynn, Joseph Braban, farthing, 1666, HOSYER, stocking (W.70), first extremely fine, second fine (2) £80-100
First sold with a Seaby ticket stating ‘This is the actual token illustrated on the front cover of [the dust jacket of Vol. 1 of the Seaby reprint of] Williamson 1967’.

291. 18th century, Cambridgeshire, Cambridge, D. Hood, penny-sized medal, 1796, view of King’s College Chapel, rev. King’s College (DH.7), a few tiny verdigris spots on obverse, otherwise good extremely fine with reflective surfaces and much original lustre £150-200

292. 18th century (4): Gloucestershire, Badminton, [J. Jelly and D. Arnot], halfpenny, 1796, bust of George III, rev. ship, CORN IMPORTED etc. (DH.25); Hampshire, Emsworth, John Stride, halfpenny, 1794, bust of Earl Howe (DH.15); Suffolk, Bury St Edmunds, P. Deck, penny, 1794, bust of Marquis Cornwallis, rev. Fame (DH.4); Ireland, Dublin, Talhport Fyan, halfpenny, 1794, Justice, rev. sugar loaf and brandy bottle (DH.308), extremely fine or better, last with considerable lustre (4) £120-180

293. 18th century (2): Hampshire, Portsmouth, Thos Sharp, halfpenny, 1797, Neptune crowning Sir John Jervis with wreath, rev. PURSUED & DEFEATED THE SPANISH FLEET etc. (DH.65); Lancashire, Lancaster, Daniel Eccleston, halfpenny, 1794, his bust, rev. ship etc. (DH.58), first good extremely fine with pleasing rich tone, second virtually mint state with much original colour (2) £70-90

295. **18th century, Middlesex**, Skidmore’s ‘Globe’ series, penny, 1797, Alnwick Castle, Northumberland, *rev.* globe (DH.131), *a couple of toning spots on obverse, otherwise about mint state with much lustre, rare*  £150-220

296. **18th century, Middlesex**, halfpennies (4): [M. Denton], 1796, old man placing fool’s cap on coin collector seated at table, *rev.* men on galloping asses, RUNNING FOR HALFPENCE (DH.299); D. I. Eaton, 1795, his bust l., *rev.* cock on fence, pigs at trough in sty, PRINTER etc. (DH.301); J. F[tiller?], mail coach and horses, *rev.* TO J PALMER etc., cipher JF below (DH.363); National Series, 1795, bust of Duke of York r., *rev.* ship, THE WOODEN WALLS etc. (DH.985a), DH.299 *good fine, rare, DH.985a about mint state with almost full lustre, the others good extremely fine and lustrous (4)*  £120-160

297. **18th century, Middlesex**, [T. Hall], halfpenny, 1795, Mrs Newsham, THE WHITE NEGRESS, *rev.* TO BE HAD etc. (DH.317), *a little lustrous, from the cracked reverse die as usual, good extremely fine*  £70-90

This albino lady, exhibited by Hall, was the daughter of black parents; she had six black children.

298. **18th century, Middlesex** (2): T. Hall, halfpenny, toucan on tree branch, *rev.* PRESERVER OF BIRDS etc. (DH.319c); Pidcock, halfpenny, [1801], rhinoceros l., *rev.* two-headed cow, EXETER CHANGE STRAND (DH.439), DH.439 *with slight scuffing visible under a glass, good extremely fine, both lustrous (2)*  £100-130
299. 18th century, Middlesex, T. Spence, halfpenny, 1795, his bust l., rev. British lion, Gallie cock crowing on mound, edge engrailed (DH.685b), about mint state with much original lustre, rare £120-180

300. 18th century, Middlesex, T. Spence, halfpenny, 1795, ass with two pairs of panniers, I WAS AN ASS etc., rev. lion and cock as previous (DH.720), extremely fine, lustrous £100-150

301. 18th century, Middlesex, T. Spence, halfpennies (2), 1795, sailor seizing landsman, rev. heads of George III and ass conjoined (DH.734); undated, pig trampling on mitre, coronet etc., rev. NOTED ADVOCATES etc. (DH.842b), first pleasingly toned, about mint state, second good extremely fine, lightly lacquered but still attractive (2) £150-220

302. 18th century, Somerset, Bath (2), M. Lambe & Son, penny, 1794, camel, rev. India House (DH.8); W. Gye, halfpenny, 1794, City arms, rev. female, resting on urn, urging boy to unlock prison door (DH.33), first with minor metal flaw on reverse, nicely toned, lightly lacquered, good extremely fine, second good extremely fine, reflective surfaces, with lustre partly false (2) £100-130

303. 18th century (2): Warwickshire, Birmingham, W. Lutwyche, penny-sized medal in brass, hatted bust of John Freeth r., THE BIRMINGHAM POET, rev. BRITONS BEHOLD etc. (DH.30); Worcestershire, Worcester, Royal visit, halfpenny-sized medalet in tinned copper, August 1788, bust of George III, rev. crowned shield (DH.35), first with slight damage, obverse of second toned, both nearly extremely fine (2) £60-80
304. **18th century, Ireland, Dublin.** Matt. Woods, lead alloy farthing, [1780s/90s], *rev. No. 13 Marys Lane (DH., cf. 430)*, *fine, unpublished* £100-130

305. **19th century (3): London.** Robert Warren, halfpenny, his bust, *rev. bottle with address, Liquid Blacking Manufactory (W.837)*; Sparrow, farthing, his capped bust l., *rev. balloon, Ascended at Oxford June 23 1823 (W.2840)*; Cumberland, Maryport, John Fletcher, colliery token, 1841, coal wagon, *rev. rose, thistle and shamrock (Farthing 7.54b), extremely fine or better, last rare so nice (3)* £70-90

306. **19th century, Northamptonshire.** Peterborough, Cole & Co., 18 pence, 1811, the Cathedral, *rev. value (Dalton 3), virtually mint state, varied toning but a sharp strike with brilliant mirror-like fields* £70-90

307. **19th century, Scotland.** Co. Louth, Dundalk, P. Hanratty, copper 2½d token, c.1861-72, by Parkes, head of Victoria I., *rev. legend and value (Rice 198; Todd 23), nearly very fine, very rare* £80-100

Patrick Hanratty, wholesale dealer, 9 Earle Street, Dundalk.

**Tokens**
NINETEENTH CENTURY SILVER TOKENS

References are to Dalton. Most tokens are toned.
The provenance throughout is Baldwin’s vault.

ENGLAND

308. Berkshire, Reading. J. B. Monck (3), halfcrown, 1811, Borough arms, rev. value, SPAN DOLL SILVER DWTS 6 (D.3); eighteen pence, 1811 (2), similar to previous but DWTS 4 (D.4, 6), D.3 very fine/nearly extremely fine, D.4 very fine, D.6 nearly extremely fine, hairline metal flaw on reverse, this rare, all with striking weakness on portraits (3) £150-200

*ex Baldwin’s vault
D4 purchased [Fred] Jeffery, April 1946

309. Cambridgeshire, March, S. Ratcliffe, E. Elam & J. Thurbon, shilling, Novr 1 1811, fleece (D.1), Cheshire (4): Nantwich, The Old Bank, shilling, 1811, Lacy family arms (D.1); Stockport (3), T. Cartwright & G. & R. Ferns, shilling, 1812, beeche and bees (D.4); G. & R. Ferns & T. Cartwright, shilling, 1812, similar (D.6); T. Cartwright, sixpence, 1812, similar (D.8); Devon (5): County, Morgan’s shillings (2), obvs. Eddystone Lighthouse (D.1), arms (ship, plough and sheep) (D.2); Barnstaple, Jos. Evans et alia (2), shilling, 14 November 1811, plume of feathers (D.13); sixpence, similar (D.15); Exeter, Joseph Hicks, shilling (D.17), last nearly very fine, small area of flatness either side, rare, the rest very fine to extremely fine (10) £130-180

*ex Baldwin’s vault

310. Dorset (6): Blandford Forum, H. Ward, shilling, 1811, Borough arms (D.2); Shaftesbury, Dorsetshire, Wiltshire & Shaftesbury Bank, 1811 (5): shillings (3), Town arms (D.21, 22), with FOR THE ACCOMMODATION etc. (D.26); sixpences (2), Town arms (D.28, 29); Co. Durham, Stockton, Christopher and Jennett, shillings, 1812 (2) castle (D.1, 2), first with remnants of old lacquer either side, otherwise good extremely fine, the rest very fine to extremely fine, Durham 1 with test mark on edge (8) £130-180

*ex Baldwin’s vault
311. Gloucestershire (8): Cheltenham, Willm Bastin, shilling, 1811, avenue of trees and St. Mary’s Church (D.1); Gloucester (7): J. Whalley (3), halfcrown, City arms, AND AT NO. 10 CHARLOTTE ST. FITZROY SQUARE LONDON (D.4); shillings (2), City arms (D.10, 11); unknown issuer, twelve pence, 1811, the Cathedral (D.5); Saunders & Butt, shillings, 1811, City arms (3), dated October 20th (D.7), October 25th (2) (D.8, 9), D.7, 8 and 11 nearly extremely fine, the rest good fine to very fine, D.7 rare, D.9 very rare, including all the Saunders & Butt issues (8) £150-200 *ex Baldwin’s vault

312. Hampshire (6): County (2), issuer unknown, shilling, 1811, County arms, rev. sloop (obv. of D.2, rev. of D.4); sixpence, similar (D.7); Andover, W. S. & J. Wakeford, shillings (2), 1811, Borough arms (D.11); similar, 1812 (D.20); Newport (IoW), unknown issuer (2), shilling, 1811, Borough seal (D.25); sixpence, 1811, similar, rev. beehive (D.28); Herefordshire, Hereford, Wainwright & Co. and Carless & Co., shilling, 1811, City arms (D.2); Kent, Folkestone, J[ohn] B[oxer] (2), shilling, 1811, bust of Nelson, in brass (D. Dorset 16; Mays 4); sixpence, 1811, bust, rev. initials I B (D. Not Local 14; Mays 5), Hants. 7 and Kent Mays 4 fine or better, latter very rare, pierced, the rest very fine to extremely fine (9) £130-180 *ex Baldwin’s vault

313. Lancashire (2): Liverpool, Thos Wilson & Co., shilling, 1812, Borough arms and crest (D.2); Manchester, W. Ballans, shilling, the Exchange (D.3); Leicestershire (3): Leicester, J. W. & J. Rawson, shilling, 1811, Borough arms (D.6); County, etc., Morgan’s issues, Borough arms (2), shilling (D.1); sixpence, 1811 (D.7); Lincolnshire (2): County, 12 pence, 1812, arms (D.2); Lincoln, Millson and Preston, shilling, 1812, City arms, rev. no initials below names (D.12), very fine to extremely fine, light scratches on Lincs. 2, this rare (7) £100-150 *ex Baldwin’s vault

314. Middlesex, London (12): anonymous tokens, obv. equestrian statue of Charles I on plinth (7), one shilling and sixpence, rev. 18 within wreath (D.1); shillings (3), revs. City arms (2) (D.6, 9), ONE SHILLING VALUE (D.11); sixpences (3), revs. City arms (2) (D.33/Mays 33 Bis), SOLD BY ROYAL LICENCE etc. (D.35); S. Lloyd, Bucklersbury (2), shilling, 1811, female seated to right, cask and part of ship behind (D.15); sixpence, 1811, similar (D.36); Morgan’s issues (3): shilling, ISSUED BY ROYAL LICENCE (D.21); sixpences (2), revs. SIX-PENNY LICENSED SILVER TOKEN (D.38), PAYABLE . . . AT MORGAN’S TOKEN MANUFACTORY (D.41), nearly very fine to extremely fine, D.1 and Mays 33 Bis rare (12) £150-220 *ex Baldwin’s vault

Tokens
315. **Norfolk, King’s Lynn** (3), [I. Hedley], shillings, 1811 (2), STAMP OFFICE (D.10, 11); I. Hedley, sixpence, 1811, STAMP OFFICE (D.12), very fine to nearly extremely fine, minor flan flaw on obverse of D.11, test scrape on edge of D.12, very rare, D.11 rare (3) £100-150
*ex Baldwin’s vault

316. **Norfolk** (3): **Great Yarmouth**, and **Bury St Edmunds** (Suffolk), J. Hunton and Blyth & Co., shillings, 1811 (2), Borough of Yarmouth arms, rev. Bury arms (D.14, 15); **Great Yarmouth**, F. R. Reynolds, shilling, 1811, Borough arms, rev. castle (D.17); **Northamptonshire**, **Peterborough**, Cole & Co., Peterborough Bank (2), eighteen pence, 1811, the Cathedral (D.3); shilling, 1811, similar, in gilt silver (D.6; Wells, BNJ 1927-28, no. 7; Waddell, pp. 21-2); **Nottinghamshire**, **Newark**, T. Stansall et alia, shillings (2), 1811 (D.4, 5), nearly extremely fine or better, but Northants. 6 pierced and with light scratches visible under a glass, this very rare (7) £150-220
*ex Baldwin’s vault

317. **Northumberland, Newcastle upon Tyne** (6): John Robertson (5), 30 pence, 1811, City arms, supporters etc., rev. Commerce, signed P WYON F beneath (D.1); 12 pences, 1811 (4), similar, no signature (D.10), the forename rendered as IOHN (3) (D.11, 12, 13); Alexr Kelty, 12 pence, 1812, City arms etc., rev. view of colliery (D.8), D.8 extremely fine, the rest good fine to very fine, D.12 and 13 rare, D.10 very rare (6) £120-180
*ex Baldwin’s vault

318. **Northumberland, Newcastle upon Tyne**, John Robertson, shilling, 1811, a proof in gilt silver, 1811, City arms, supporters etc., rev. Commerce, wt. 4.68gms. (as D.10, cf. Mays 10 Bis), extremely fine, from the reverse die with thin hairline flaw running on or near the legend from the 12 to 8 o’clock position, extremely rare £250-300
*ex Baldwin’s vault
319. **Somerset** (12): Bath, C. Culverhouse, I. Orchard and J. Phipps (2), two shillings, arms supported by Commerce and Justice (D.16); shilling, 1812, similar (D.17); Bristol [Glos.] (9): E. Bryan, shilling, Novr 1 1811, City arms etc. (D.21); Fras Garratt et alia (3): twelve pences, Augt 12 1811 (2), City arms within Garter (D.23, 26), sixpence, Augt 12 1811, similar (D.55); W. Sheppard (2): shilling, Sept. 6 1811, City arms etc. (D.49), sixpence, similar (D.65); Niblock & Latham, Bridge Street, and Trowbridge (Wilts.), sixpences, 1811 (2), Bristol Bridge (D.63, 64); R. Tripp & Co., No. 37 Quay, sixpence, 1811, PAYABLE BY ONE DOLLAR FOR 10 TOKENS & 2 d etc. (D.66); Frome Selwood, Willoughby, Mrs Sinkins et alia, twelve pence, 1811, bust of King Alfred (D.71), nearly very fine to good extremely fine (12) £130-180

*ex Baldwin's vault

D.55 ex L. A. Lawrence, 28 November 1951, lot 1389 (part)

320. **Staffordshire** (6): Bilston, Rushbury and Woolley (2), shilling, 1811, castle and lions (D.2); sixpence, 1811, similar (D.3); Fazeley, Peel’s, Harding & Co. (3): shillings, with Harding family arms, 1st October 1811 (2), without company identification (D.6), P. H. & C° (D.8); sixpence, 1811, similar, full identification (D.13); Stafford, J. Cartwright, twelve pence, 1811, the Shire Hall (D.15); Suffolk, Ipswich, shilling for general circulation, Prince of Wales's crest above military trophy, rev. TO CONVENIENCE THE ARMY AND THE PUBLIC (D.4), very fine or better, weak area either side of D. Suffolk 4, this and Staffs. 6 rare (7) £100-150

*ex Baldwin's vault

D. Suffolk 4 ex Levine

321. **Surrey, Godalming**, unknown issuer, sixpence, 1811, date on woolpack (D.2), good very fine, extremely rare £200-250

*ex Baldwin's vault

ex Glendining's, 23 November 1938, lot 256 (part)
322. **Surrey, Weybridge, and City of London**, Dowgate Wharf, J. Bunn & Co., shillings (2), cask, IRON WORKS (D.4 and Mays 4 Bis), D.4 with hairline scratches in obverse field, otherwise extremely fine, Mays 4 Bis good very fine (2)

*ex Baldwin's vault

The tokens are from the same dies, the larger diameter 4 Bis measuring 26mm.

323. **Sussex** (3): **Chichester**, Hy Comper and B. Charge (2), shilling, 1811, clasped hands (D.7), sixpence, 1811, similar (D.12); T. Dally & Co., shilling, 1811, castle emblazoned with arms (D.10); **Steyning**, S. Gates and J. Cheeseman, shilling, 1811, beehive and bees, surname GATEIS in error (D.17), good fine to very fine, all rare (4)

*ex Baldwin's vault

324. **Sussex** (3): **Chichester** (2): B. & J. Caffin et alia, twelve pences, 1811 (2), the Market Cross (D.8, 9); **Shoreham**, Clayton and Hide, twelve pence, 1811, St Mary de Haura Church (D.15), D.8 very fine, D.9 extremely fine, rare, D.15 very fine or better but with a little central weakness either side as usual, a little scuffed on obverse, scratches on reverse, very rare (3)

*ex Baldwin's vault

325. **Warwickshire, Birmingham**, [Overseers of the Poor] (6): shillings, 1811 (3), the Workhouse (D.6, 11, 13), 1812, similar (D.20); sixpences, 1812 (2), similar (D.22, 23); **Wiltshire, Marlborough**, King et alia, Marlborough Old Bank (2), shilling, 1811, four clasped hands (D.3); sixpence, 1811, similar (D.5); **Worcestershire, Worcester**, [The House of Industry], COUNTY & CITY TOKEN, shilling, 1811 (D.1), good very fine to extremely fine, two digs in obverse field of Wilts. 5, Warks. 20 rare (9)

*ex Baldwin's vault

All examples of Wilts. D.3 seen by the cataloguer are from an obverse die not illustrated by Dalton, the T of TANNER pointing to a space, not a pellet.
326. **Yorkshire** (10): West Riding, unknown issuer, shilling, 1811, fleece (D.1); Bradford, James Laycock, shilling, 1812, Borough arms and crest (D.3); Bridlington Quay, James Stephenson, shilling, 1811, three Bs around ship (D.6); Leeds, John Smalpage & S. Lamb (2), shilling, Justice seated on bale, sword below, 1811 (D.24); sixpence, similar, 1812 (D.33); Scarborough, Lord & Marshall (2), shilling, 1812, Town arms within Garter (D.35), sixpence, 1812, similar (D.36); Sheffield, Younge & Deakin, sixpence, 1811, Town Trust arms and crest (D.73); Whitby, Whitby Association, shilling, 1811, the Abbey arms (D.75); York, Cattle and Barber, sixpence, 1811, City arms (D.96), D.35, 36 and 73 good fine or better, the rest good very fine to extremely fine (10) £150-200 *ex Baldwin’s vault

327. **Wales:** Brecknockshire, Brecon, George North, twelve pence, robe, GENERAL WAGGON WAREHOUSE (D.1); Flintshire, [Holywell], J[ones], O[ldfield], S[ankey] & O[akley], Flintshire Bank (5), shillings, August 12 1811 (2), arms, rev. knot and initials IOS&O (D.1, 3); sixpence, similar (D.6); same issuers, shilling, August 12 1811, similar to previous but two knots, no initials (D.5), sixpence, similar (D.7); Glamorgan, Neath, H. Rees & D. Morgan (2), twelve pence, 1811, tower between buildings (D.10), sixpence, similar (D.16); Pembrokeshire, Haverfordwest, Thomas & Phillips et alia, twelve pence, 1811, castle (D.1), first, last and Glam. 10 fine or better, last and Glam. 10 rare, the rest very fine to extremely fine (9) £130-200 *ex Baldwin’s vault

328. **Ireland** (4): [Dublin], anonymous shillings, 1804 (2), burning brazier, rev. female holding crown above altar inscribed HEALTH TO THE KING (D.8, 9); Bank of Ireland, tenpence, 1805, draped bust of George III r. (S.6617; Davis 87), fivepence, 1805 (S.6619), similar, Dublin shillings very fine or better, D.9 countermarked NO in oblong recess on reverse, Bank tokens extremely fine (4) £70-100 *ex Baldwin’s vault

**MISCELLANEOUS**

329. **Unlocalised issues** (5), one shilling and sixpence, 1811, fleece, SHIPS COLONIES & COMMERCE, rev. Prince of Wales’s feathers (D. Not Local 7); sixpences (4), 1811, fleece, FOR PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION (D.15); 1812, beehive and bees, rev. female seated on cannon, BRITANNIA (D.17); undated (2), figure 6 with value incused on the number (D.18, 19), D.7 very fine/nearly extremely fine, light brushing evident on close inspection, very rare, superior to the example illustrated in Dalton, the rest good fine to good very fine (5) £120-180 *ex Baldwin’s vault

D18 ex ‘Fine Collection of Nineteenth Century Tokens’, Glendinning’s, 20 March 1968, lot 200 (part)
330. **Duplicates** of tokens in previous lots (11): **Middlesex**, shilling (D.9), sixpence (D.33); **Norfolk**, shillings (2) (D.15, 17); **Somerset**, shillings (2) (D.23, 26), sixpence (D.55); **Worcestershire**, shillings (2) (D.1); **Flintshire**, shilling (D.3); **Dublin**, shilling (D.9), very fine to good extremely fine (11) £100-150

*ex Baldwin’s vault

**THE LAKES COLLECTION**

Tokens – 17th to 19th century main series

CF.: C.R.S. Farthing, *Illustrated Catalogue of the Tokens, Medallions and Banknotes of Cumbria* (Llanfyllin, 2013)

331. **17th century, Cumberland**, Cockermouth, A[ntony] B[ouch], farthings, [16]64 (2), I AM FOR A PVBLIQVE GOOD, in copper, die axis 0°, and brass, die axis 270° (W.2), brass very fine, copper better (2) £70-90

Anthony Bouch, gentleman, High Sheriff of the County in 1670. The Norweb example in copper had a die axis of 270°.

332. **17th century, Cumberland**, Cockermouth, John Falloweilld, farthing, 1669, MERCER (D.2A; Norweb -; CF.4.6), very fine, extremely rare £180-250

*ex Gilbert

The discovery example for this type, illus. Num. Chron. 1927, pl. vi., 5.

333. **17th century, Cumberland**, Cockermouth, Thomas Watson, farthing, [16]64, St George about to kill dragon (W.4; N.575 but brass), fine, reverse better, small flan crack, extremely rare £130-200

334. **17th century, Westmorland**, Appleby, Christopher Birkbecke, halfpenny, 1666, bust of Charles II (W.1; Norweb -; CF.4.1), obverse patinated, with several digs on and around portrait, very fine, very rare £120-180

**TOKENS/ THE LAKES COLLECTION**
335. **17th century, Westmorland**, Grayrigg, Ric. Rowlandson, halfpenny, 1669, scales and shovel (W.4), *very fine, a few characters weakly struck both sides*  £100-130

Richard Rowlandson, fellmonger and woolstapler; Town Clerk of Kendal 1683.

336. **17th century, Westmorland**, Kendal, Mercers’ Company, farthings, 1657, Mercers’ arms, *rev.* Corporation arms (W.5 – 2, die axes 0° and 270°; CF.4.14a), *nearly very fine to very fine (2)*  £130-180

The three Norweb examples had a die axis of 180°. The worn dies survive, preserved at Kendal Museum.

337. **17th century, Westmorland**, Kendal, Mercers’ Company, farthing, 1657, Corporation arms (as W.5; CF. p.xiii), *a reverse brockage, better than fine, lightly pitted surfaces, extremely rare*  £130-180


339. **17th century, Westmorland**, Kendal, Company of Shearmen, farthing, 1666, shears, *rev.* teasel cob, with mullet added each side of device on both sides (W.7 but brass), *fine/good fine, from the flawed obverse die*  £80-120

340. **17th century, Westmorland (2):** Kendal, Edmond Adlington, farthing, 1659, Dyers’ arms (W.8; Norweb -; CF.4.19); Kirkby Stephen, G. S. [and] I./J. P., halfpenny, 1669 (BW.16), *fair to good fine, with slight pitting and damage, rare (2)*  £130-180

Adlington was a Quaker. The Kirkby Stephen issuers perhaps George Sedgwick, gentleman, and John Parken, grocer (CF, p.44).

341. **17th century, Westmorland**, Kendal, James Cocke junior, halfpenny, 1667, cock (W.9), *good fine*  £70-90

Cocke was a mercer, Mayor in 1681-2, died 1694.
342. **17th century, Westmorland**, Kendal, Oliver Plat, farthings, 1659 (3), three crosses pattée (W.11, die axes 0°, 90°, 180°), nearly fine to nearly very fine (3) £100-130

The Norweb example had a die axis of 180°.

343. **17th century, Westmorland**, Kendal, Oliver Plat, farthing, 1659, three crosses pattée (W.11; N.-; CF.4.22), very fine, rare £80-100

Plat, a wealthy Roman Catholic gentleman, died in 1686 aged 95.

344. **17th century, Westmorland**, Kendal, Thom. Sandes, farthing, 1656, teasel and wool-hook, rev. wool-comb (W.12), weakly struck in centre each side, nearly very fine, rare £120-150

Thomas Sandes (1606-81), cloth merchant, Mayor 1647-8; founded Sandes Hospital, which exists still, in 1659.

345. **17th century, Westmorland**, Kendal, Thom. Sandes, farthing, 1656, teasel and wool-hook, rev. wool-comb (W.12; Norweb -; CF.4.26), good fine £100-120

346. **17th century, Westmorland**, Kirkby Stephen, John Fallowfeild & R[ichard] P[indar], farthing, MERCERS (W.13; CF.4.29), flan a little flecked, very fine or better, rare £150-200

347. **17th century, Westmorland**, Kirkby Stephen, Margre Sanderson [and] I/J. B., farthing, crown dividing initials H A (W.17), edge flan flaw, very fine, rare £130-180

Margaret Sanderson was the widow of Bartholomew, haberdasher. There is no sign of a superscript T after MARGRE on either of the two examples in the present collection as suggested in the description of the Norweb example (5397).

348. **17th century, Westmorland**, Kirkby Stephen, Jeoffery Thompson, farthing, crown, rev. two arrows piercing heart, eye above (W.18), lightly pitted surfaces, otherwise very fine, rare £150-200

349. **17th century, Westmorland**, Kirkland, Thomas Wilson [and] Thomas Warde, farthing, 1666, Kendal Corporation arms (W.19; Norweb -; CF.4.35), basically fine or better but a few letters weak each side, partly due to corrosion, very rare £130-200

350. **17th century, Oxfordshire**, Kirtlington, Thomas Barrett, OF KIRKLINTON, farthing, 1666, woolpack (W. Cumberland 5; N.9474), very fine, weak in centre of reverse, rare £120-150

Reattributed to Kirtlington, Oxon., due to the baptism of a Thomas Barrett there in 1617, who was assessed for one hearth in 1665. The only known issue for the village.

The Norweb examples had die axes of 0° and 270°.

£120-150

352. **17th century, Yorkshire**, Sedbergh, Tho. Shaw & Nicho. Corney, octagonal halfpenny, 1671, script legends (W.304; N.6039), struck on a slightly mis-cut flan, very fine, rare

£200-250

353. **17th century, Westmorland**, duplicates of tokens in previous lots (4), Grayrigg, Ric. Rowlandson, halfpenny (W.4); Kendal, farthings of the Company of Shearmen, Thom. Sandes, and Margre Sanderson (W.6/12/17), fair to good fine (4)

£130-180

354. **17th century**, duplicates of tokens in previous lots (4): **Westmorland** (3), Grayrigg, Ric. Rowlandson, halfpenny (W.4); Kendal, James Cocke junior, halfpenny, Oliver Plat, farthing (W.9/11); **Oxfordshire**, Kirtlington, Thomas Barrett, farthing (W. Cumb. 5), fair to nearly very fine, last rare (4)

£150-200

355. **18th century, Cumberland**, Hensingham, [Sir Wilfred Lawson], halfpenny, 1797, horse working gin, miner guiding basket at shaft, rev. LOW HALL COLLiERY (DH.1; Finlay 27), good extremely fine with much original mint lustre and reflective surfaces

£250-350

About 200 struck.

356. **18th century, Westmorland**, Kendal, Skidmore’s penny, 1797, the Castle, rev. globe (DH. Middx 142), about mint state, lovely rich and even tone

£250-350

357. **18th century, Westmorland**, Kendal, halfpennies, cipher R&D, lion crest (5): revs. Justice standing, 1794, edges PAYABLE AT BANBURY etc. (DH.4), LANCaSTER etc. (DH.4a); man-of-war, THE GUARD & GLORY etc., edges DUBLIN OR LONDON (DH.5a), plain (DH.5c); similar, THE WOODEN WALLS etc. (DH.6), DH.5c good very fine, the rest extremely fine or better, DH.5a and 6 lustrous, the latter rare (5)

£120-150
358. 19th century, Cumberland, Whitehaven, farthings, 1812 (3): W. B[ragg] (2), cipher WB, rev. ship (W.1205); W. K[itchen], cipher WK, rev. tea canister (W.1208), the first fair, pierced, the others very fine or better, W.1208 with minor flan flaws, this rare (3) £70-100

CUMBRIAN MINING AND RELATED TOKENS

CF.: C.R.S. Farthing, Illustrated Catalogue of the Tokens, Medallions and Banknotes of Cumbria (Llanfyllin, 2013)
MF.: Michael Finlay, The Mining and related Tokens of West Cumberland and their Issuers (Penrith, 2006)

359. Whitehaven, Whitehaven Colliery, [1680-1725] (5): brass, Lowther family arms, rev. cipher of initials JL and JL reversed (2 – MF.13/15 without counterstamps; CF.7.70a/7.71b); copper, Lowther family arms and crest, rev. elaborate monogram of surname, 23.5mm (MF.7; CF.7.78c); family crest, rev. similar to previous (2 – copper (MF.18; CF.7.79c), brass (MF.20; CF.7.79b)), second extremely fine with some lustre, the rest good fine to good very fine (5) £80-100

360. Whitehaven, Whitehaven Colliery, silver, Lowther family arms and crest, rev. elaborate monogram of surname (MF.4; CF.7.78a), nearly extremely fine, extremely rare £180-250

361. Whitehaven, Whitehaven Colliery, brass, Lowther family crest, rev. elaborate monogram of surname, wt. 8.32gms. (MF.19; CF.7.79b), a specimen striking from polished dies on a heavy flan, good extremely fine with almost full lustre and reflective surfaces, very rare £70-90

The Lakes Collection
362. **Whitehaven**, Whingill Colliery, copper, 1679, rev. initials WFC (MF.23; CF.7.69), nearly very fine for issue, countermarked with a hexafoil in the 12 and 3 o’clock positions on reverse as usual

\[ £60-80 \]

363. **Whitehaven**, Town Scavenger, copper [18th cent.], rev. SCA/VEN/GER (MF.3; CF.7.75), struck off-centre on a faulty flan, very fine, very rare

The town scavenger was an official who gathered and disposed of unwanted materials for scrap.

\[ £80-120 \]

364. **Whitehaven area (5)**: Distington, Boon Wood Colliery, Allison Crosthwaite, Jane Pit, copper, engine house and winding gear, rev. loaded coal wagon [c.1832] (MF.36; CF.7.7); Hensingham, copper, Lawson family crest, [c.1725] (MF.24; CF.7.48b); Moresby (2), copper and brass, arms of John Brougham, [c.1720s] (MF.31/32; CF.7.59c/b); Whitehaven, Harbour, cast brass, [c.1755] (MF.1; CF.7.76a), fine to good very fine (5)

\[ £120-180 \]

365. **Whitehaven area, Moresby**, Thomas Addison, brass, merchant ship; below, two men with two ponies, rev. two men operating a windlass on which sits a bird; below, man loading coal from pile into cart, three ponies nearby, TAKE GOOD MEASVRE, [1674-91] (MF.134 but brass; CF.7.55a), fair, minor flan defects noticeable on reverse, but charming, very rare

\[ £120-180 \]

366. **Workington**, Workington Colliery, Curwen (4): copper, family arms and crest [1725] (MF.38; CF.7.82b); brass (3), as previous, counterstamped 4 each side (MF.39 but brass; CF.7.83), 4 and H each side (MF.40; CF.7.85), 4 and K each side (MF.41; CF.7.86), fair to fine (4)

\[ £60-80 \]

367. **Workington**, Workington Colliery, Curwen, cast brass, 29mm, family arms and crest [c.1750] (MF.37 and CF.7.87 but brass not lead), very fine for issue, very rare

\[ £70-90 \]
368. Workington area, Broughton (3): Broughton Colliery (2), I. & T. Walker, octagonal pale copper, engine house and winding gear, 1834, counterstamped 111 (MF.137; CF.7.17); Ross Fletcher & Co., copper, sailing ship, rev. horse-drawn coal cart [1837-56] (MF.81; CF.7.18); Broughton Moor Colliery, Ross Fletcher & Co., brass, centre space blank each side [1837-57] (MF.83; CF.7.19), *first two good fine or better, last nearly extremely fine and rare* (3) £70-90

369. Workington area (4): Clifton, Clifton Colliery, 1735, Lowther family crest (3), brass (MF.68 and CF.7.21b, not counterstamped); copper, counterstamped I·L· each side (MF.67; CF.7.22); small copper, 22mm., counterstamped as previous (MF.69; CF.7.25); Flimby, Flimby Colliery Company, brass, struck on flan concave-shaped at 12 and 6 o’clock positions, locomotive, tender and coal wagons steaming l., [c.1850] (MF.85; CF.7.40), fine or better, MF.68 and 69 rare (4) £100-130

370. Workington area, Great Clifton or Banklands, Porter, brass, name and number 1415 counterstamped on obverse of a token of Addison of Moresby (as MF.134 above: cf. MF.50-52; cf. CF.7.56), *token mediocre to fair, pierced, counterstamps clear, rare* £100-150

Issuer probably John Porter, who managed the collieries between 1726 and 1735.

371. Workington area, Greysouthen, Greysouthen Colliery (6): copper, value 4 both sides, [1787-1800] (MF.56; CF.7.44); H[arris] & Co., copper, as previous, 6 countermarked in centre, rev. cipher W·C, H counterstamped over W’ [c.1810] (cf. MF.61; CF.7.45); Bir[k]beck & Fletcher (3), sailing ship, rev. horse-drawn coal cart (2); copper (MF.63; CF.7.46b); brass (MF.-; CF.7.46a); copper, as previous, counterstamped C above 22 on reverse [c.1830] (cf. MF.65; CF.7.46b note); Harris & Fawcett, brass, 28mm., colliery buildings and machinery, rev. sailing ship [c.1840] (MF.62; CF.7.47), MF.56 nearly extremely fine, better struck than usual, the rest good fine to very fine, flan of MF.61 with curved clip, this rare, MF.63 with small cut in edge (6) £120-180

THE LAKES COLLECTION
372. **Maryport** (4): Ewanrigg Colliery (3), E[wan] C[hris]tian, cast brass, 1750, family arms and crest, rev. cipher EC and EC reversed (MF;79; CF.7.95); A.W. Hillary, copper (2): sailing ship [1836-40], with circular counterstamp on star ornament (MF:92 but copper; CF.7.37b); with same on mainsail (MF.; CF.7.38); Senhouse Colliery, [Humphrey Senhouse], family crest (parrot), rev. N°, 550 engraved below [1721-36] (MF:86-7; CF.7.52b), last nearly extremely fine, the rest fine to nearly very fine, CF.7.38 rare (4) £100-130

The number 550 on MF:86 is believed to be the highest recorded.

373. **Maryport area** (5): **Dearham** (2), Dearham Colliery, J. Pattson, copper, 1823, beehive (MF:95; CF.7.31); Dearham Hall Colliery, Wood & Co., brass, sailing ship, rev. loaded coal wagon between counterstamps W and S [c.1848] (MF:97 and CF.7.28a but counterstamped); **Gilcrux**, Gilcrux Colliery, Quayle & Peile, copper, counterstamped G above obverse inscription, circular stamp below, [c.1831-52] (MF:98 and CF.7.41 but counterstamped; D&W:288/78); **Oughterside**, Oughterside Colliery (2): J. Kirkhaugh, copper, sailing ship [c.1830] (MF:100; CF.7.61b); [Joseph] Harris, brass, loaded coal wagon, rev. steam locomotive l. [c.1835] (MF:102; CF.7.62a), MF:98 nearly fine, very rare counterstamped, the rest good fine or better, MF:97 believed unrecorded counterstamped (5) £120-180

**MISCELLANEOUS CUMBRIAN TOKENS AND CHECKS**

374. **Lime works** (7): **Brigham** (3),  Birkbeck (BERBECK) & Fletcher, octagonal pale copper, lime kiln with smoke emitting, worker on top, rev. 7 [c.1830] (MF:105; CF.7.8); Harris & Fawcett, brass (2): value 7 (MF:106, not counterstamped; CF.7.11 but brass, not counterstamped); as previous but 9 counterstamped over 7 (cf. MF:106 and CF.7.11); **Distington**, copper, 1812, value 6, rev. L (MF:112; CF.7.33); **Eaglesfield**, Bir[k]beck & Fletcher, pale copper (2): similar design to MF:105, rev. value 7 (MF:107; CF.7.34b); same, 6 counterstamped over 7 [c.1830] (MF:109; CF.7.35 but copper); Brigham and Eaglesfield, B[irkbeck] & F[letcher], copper blank stamped B & F 6 (MF:116; CF.7.114), counterstamped MF:106 is pierced, MF:109 and 116 with edge cuts, good fine to very fine, some rare (7) £130-200

The numbers stated on these tallies represent the quantity of bushels of lime loaded.
375. **Grocers’ checks and advertisement tokens**, in various base metal mixes [1840s and later] (13): *Appleby*, John Parkin, 6d. (CF.9.2); *Carlisle* (2): T.W. Borthwick, HATTER etc. (CF.9.6a); Robertson, HAT & CAP MANUFACTURER, top hat (CF.9.14); *Keswick* (2): Bawden & Sons, 6d. (CF.9.34); Goodfellow, GENUINE T WAREHOUSE (CF.9.30); *Penrith* (6): J. & J. Graham, oval 6d., octagonal 8d. (CF.9.44, 9.45); Jackson & Toppin, 4d. (CF.9.50); London & Carlisle Tea Co., ½ lb. CHECK (CF.9.54); Pattinson & Winter, 6d. (CF.9.56); Wesleyan Day School (CF.11.83); *Whitehaven*, Killender, CHINA HOUSE TEA MART (CF.9.65a); *Wigton*, Redmayne’s, VALUE ONE SHILLING etc., rev. LOCAL SHOPS WIGTON CARLISLE MARYPORT etc. (CF.9.68 but LOCAL not MODAL), CF.9.2 fair, CF.9.14 extremely fine, the rest fine to very fine, several rare, especially CF.9.68 (13)

£150-200

376. **Pub checks**, brass (3): *Carlisle*, Earl Grey, 1½d. (CF.15.16); *Penrith* (2), Dukes Head, 1½d. (CF.15.55); Griffin Inn, 1½d. (CF.15.57); *coffee taverns*, brass or pale copper (3): *Carlisle*, Cocoa and Coffee House Co., 1d. (CF.12.27); *Whitehaven*, ditto (CF.12.49); *Workington*, MARSH SIDE (CF.12.50), CF.15.57 fine, pierced, the rest very fine to extremely fine, the pub checks very rare (6)

£120-150

377. **Pub checks, Kendal**, brass or pale copper [1860s] (3), Masons Arms, R. SHEPHERD, 1½d. (CF.-, cf. 15.46 but a different landlord); Prince of Wales, 1½d. (CF.-, cf. 15.48); Railway Inn, J. LIVESEY, 2d. (CF.15.49), fine or better, all extremely rare, the first two not recorded in Farthing’s work, nor in his subsequent Supplements (3) £80-100

The reverses of the first two are from the same die, by William Ludgate of Birmingham.

378. **Colliery pay checks**, brass, 20th century (11): *Clifton*, National Coal Board, square (CF.7.150); *Flimby*, Risehow (2): round (CF.7.178); NCB, square (CF.7.180); *Lowca*, Harrington (3): NCB, square (2) (CF.7.171), round (CF.7.172); *Whitehaven*, Haig, NCB, square (CF.7.162); *Workington* (4): St Helen’s, NCB (2): square (CF.7.184); round (CF.7.185); Solway (2): round (CF.7.181); NCB, square (CF.7.183); Anonymous, stamped 1375 (CF.-, cf. 17.198, but numbers of different style), fine to extremely fine, all pierced for suspension, all stamped with a miner’s number except CF.7.184, several rare (11)

£40-60
379. **Duplicates** of tokens in previous lots (13): **Cumbria**, colliery tokens (12), of Broughton (cf. MF.137, counterstamped 76); Greysouthen (3 – MF.56/62/63); Hensingham (MF.24); Maryport (2 – ME.86, counterstamped 60/MF.92, copper, counterstamped on star); Oughterside (MF.100); and Whitehaven (4 – MF.7/18 (2)/20); with Carlisle, Robertson, hatter (CF.9.14) and two pierced Nuremberg counters, one counter poor, the rest fair to very fine (15) £180-250

**MEDALS**

380. **Henry Brougham** (1778-1868), Repeal of the Orders in Council of 1807 Advocated, silver medal, 1812, by Thomas Halliday, bare head r., rev. legend in 6 lines, OF COMMERCE, THE ENLIGHTENED FRIEND, OF NATIONAL INTEGRITY, THE VIRTUOUS, ELEQUENT, AND UNDAUNTED, SUPPORTER., 48mm. (BHM.747, R²), a few light scuff-marks, nearly extremely fine, toned and very rare; Candidature in the Westmoreland Elections, copper medal, 1818, by G. Mills, bare head r., rev. legend in 5 lines in wreath, THE TORCH OF THE MIND IS THE FLAME OF GLORY, 35.5mm. (BHM.971, R³), extremely fine and extremely rare (2) £180-220

Henry Peter Brougham, later to be Lord Chancellor and Baron Brougham and Vaux, was first elected to Parliament as the Whig MP for Camelford, though in 1812 he was defeated when standing for a seat in Liverpool. Brougham was a close supporter of the anti-slavery movement throughout his life. The contentious 1807 Order of Council prohibited trade with France and her allies and any of their ships trading with the United States were obliged to come to a British port and pay tax. Again, the same year, 1812, saw his appointment as advisor to Princess Caroline of Brunswick, becoming her Attorney-General on the accession of George IV. The trial firmly established his reputation.

The latter medal is only recorded in copper. Brougham may well have known its reverse legend as a Latin motto, ‘Fax mentis incendium gloriae’.
FOREIGN COINS AND TOKENS

381. Afghanistan, Durrani, Taymur Shah (1186-1202h/1772-1793), gold mohur, Pashawar 1201h, reg. year 7, wt. 10.91gms. (KM.706), about extremely fine £450-550

382. Afghanistan, Durrani, Sher Ali (1285-1296h/1868-1879), gold mohur, Kabul 1288h, wt. 10.95gms. (KM.525), small edge crack, otherwise extremely fine £500-600

383. Argentina, Republic, peso, 1882, Liberty head to l., rev. arms (KM.29), matt surface, extremely fine £300-350

384. Australia, Victoria, sovereign, 1863, Sydney mint, laur. head l., rev. AUSTRALIA within wreath, crown above (KM.4; Fr.10), very fine £300-400

385. Australia, Victoria, sovereign, 1870, Sydney mint, laur. head l., rev. AUSTRALIA within wreath, crown above (KM.4; Fr.10), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63, scarce £1200-1500

386. Australia, George V, florin, 1927, crowned bust l., rev. Parliament House (KM.31), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65 £100-150
387. **Australia**, George V, proof florin, shilling, sixpence, threepence, 1934, crowned bust r., rev: shield of arms with supporters (KM.27, 26, 25, 24), *all certified by NGC, the sixpence graded Proof 65, the others graded Proof 64, very scarce* (4) £19,000-21,000

388. **Australia**, George V, shilling, 1910, crowned bust l., rev: shield of arms with supporters (KM.20), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64* £150-200

389. **Australia**, George V, shilling, 1918M, crowned bust l., rev: shield of arms with supporters (KM.26), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63* £100-200

390. **Australia**, George V, sixpence, 1920M, crowned bust l., rev: shield of arms with supporters (KM.25), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62* £300-400
391. **Australia**, George V, penny, 1915, London mint, crowned bust l., rev. value within circle (KM.23), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 53 Brown

£150-200

392. **Australia**, Elizabeth II, gold proof $200, 1980, crowned bust r., rev. koala in tree (KM.71), in fitted case of issue, with certificate, FDC

£200-300

393. **Bolivia**, Philip III (1598-1621), cob 8 reales, Potosi mint, undated, assayer M (CT.980-984 for type); **Spain**, Philip IV, cob 4 reales, Toledo mint (2): 1622; date off flan (CT. type 115), fine to very fine (3)

£150-200

394. **Canada**, George V, five dollars, 1912, crowned bust l., rev. arms within wreath (KM.26; Fr.4), in case, with certificate of authenticity, extremely fine

£275-325

395. **Canada**, George V, five dollars, 1912, crowned bust l., rev. shield of arms within wreath of maple leaves (KM.26; Fr.4), with green case, extremely fine

£250-350

FOREIGN COINS AND TOKENS
396. **Canada**, George V, five dollars, 1912, crowned bust l., rev. shield of arms within wreath of maple leaves (KM.26; Fr.4), in fitted Royal Mint case of issue, *almost extremely fine* £250-350

397. **Canada**, George V, 25 cents, 1921, crowned bust l., rev. value and date within wreath (KM.24a), *darkly toned, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63* £600-700

398. **Canada**, Elizabeth II, gold proof $100, 1995, Louisbourg commemorative, crowned bust r., rev. ship and buildings (KM.260; Fr.34), in fitted case of issue, with certificate, *FDC* £300-400

399. **Canada**, Nova Scotia, Halifax Steam Boat Company, copper ferry token, undated, port-side view of the steam and sail ferry, rev. FERRY TOKEN (Br.900), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64 Red Brown, a choice example* £80-100

*ex Baldwin’s vault

400. **China**, Chihli province, dollar, year 34 (1908), four characters within central circle, rev. dragon (KM.Y73.2; L&M.465), *certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine 40* £125-150

401. **China**, Hupeh province, dollar, undated (1895-1907), character legends within and around central circle, rev. dragon (KM.Y127.1; L&M.182), *certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated Details, Chopmarked* £240-280

*ex Baldwin’s vault
402. China, Kwangtung province, Kuang Hsü, 20 cents of 1 mace and 4.4 candareens (2), undated (1890-1908), character legend, rev. dragon (KM.Y201; L&M.135), both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 63 and Uncirculated Details, Cleaned (2) £160-180
*ex Baldwin's vault

403. China, Kwangtung province, Kuang Hsü, 20 cents of 1 mace and 4.4 candareens (2), undated (1890-1908), character legend, rev. dragon (KM.Y201; L&M.135), both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 61 and Uncirculated Details, Obverse Cleaned respectively; 10-cents of 7.2 candareens (2), similar (KM.Y200; L&M.136), both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 61 and About Uncirculated 58 respectively (4) £160-180
*ex Baldwin's vault

The present cataloguers feel that the obverse of the second coin shows no signs of having been cleaned.

404. China, Empire, Hsüan-t'ung, dollar, year 3 (1911), four large characters within central circle, rev. dragon (KM.Y31; L&M.37), certified and graded by NGC as Uncirculated Details, Obverse Corrosion £700-900

405. G China, Taiwan, 2000 yuan, 1966, 80th Birthday of Chiang Kai-shek, bust l., rev. two cranes, wt. 31.21gms. (KM.Y544; Fr.17), with unmarkd case, uncirculated £1200-1400

FOREIGN COINS AND TOKENS
406. **Cyprus**, Victoria, ½ piastre, 1879, diad. head l., rev. value within dotted circle (KM.2), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 Red Brown

£600-800

407. **Cyprus**, Victoria, ¼ piastre, 1879, diad. head l., rev. value within dotted circle (KM.1.1), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 Brown

£600-800

408. **Egypt**, Farouq, 20 piastres 1356h (1937), bust l., rev. legend and denomination within wreath (KM.368), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63

£200-250

409. **Egypt**, Farouq, 20 piastres 1358h (1939), bust l., rev. legend and denomination within wreath (KM.368), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62

£150-200

410. **Falkland Islands**, Elizabeth II, proof gold two pounds, 1997, crowned bust r., rev. Henry VIII (KM.112), in case, FDC

£ 40-60

411. **France**, Philip IV, silver gros tournois (2), issued 1290-1295, rev. TURON CIVIS, wts. 4.10gms., 4.03gms. (Ciani 204; Dup.214), good very fine (2)

£80-100

412. **France**, Charles V (1364-1380), gold franc à pied, armoured and crowned figure of king standing facing beneath a Gothic dais, sword in right hand, sceptre surmounted by Hand of Justice in left, rev. cross fleury within angled quatrefoil, crowns and fleurs de lis in angles, lis in spandrels, wt. 3.85gms. (Fr.284; cf. Ci.457; Dupl.360; Laf.371), some flatness, good fine

£400-500

**FOREIGN COINS AND TOKENS**
413. **France**, Henri III, écu au col plat, 1578G, Poitiers, bust r., rev. floriate cross with H in centre, wt. 13.71gms. (Dup.1130; Lef.970), on a broad flan, edge split, otherwise good very fine £120-150

414. **France**, Louis XIV, demi-écu à la mèche longue, 1652N, Montpellier, bust r., rev. crowned arms (KM.164.14; Gad.169; Dup.1470), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64 £450-500

415. **France**, Louis XIV, demi-écu aux palmes, 1693A, Paris, bust r., rev. crowned arms within palms (KM.295.1; Gad.185; Dup.1521A), obverse displaying signs of overstriking, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 £200-250

416. **France**, Louis XV, demi-écu à la vieille tête, 1773L, Bayonne, laur. bust l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (KM.551.9; Gad.323; Dup.1685), struck on a new flan, very fine to good very fine £150-200

417. **France**, First Republic, Monneron Frères, bronze token 2 sols (2), l’An IV, 1792, Liberty seated l., her l. arm resting on The Declaration of the Rights of Man, rev. legend in six lines (KM.Tn25), both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 64 Red Brown and Mint State 63 Red Brown respectively (2) £240-280

**FOREIGN COINS AND TOKENS**
418. **France**, Louis Philippe, 5 francs, 1830H, La Rochelle, bare head r., *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.735.5), *traces of original brilliance, good very fine and rare* £150-200

Mintage of only 29,700.

419. **France**, Louis Philippe, 5 francs, 1831A, Paris, bare head r. *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.735.1); Napoleon, franc, 1808A, Paris (KM.682.1), *dig on cheek on 5 francs, otherwise both extremely fine* (2) £80-100

420. **France**, Republic, piéfort gold 5 francs, 1971, ‘La Semeuse’ by Roty, *rev.* value and date (KM.P432), *certified and graded by PCGS as Specimen 64* £1000-1250

Only 250 pieces struck.

421. **Germany**, Baden, Leopold I, ducat, 1852, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (KM.223.1; Fr.154), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63, scarce in this grade* £1500-2000

422. **Germany**, Westphalia, notgeld inflation coinage, gilt bronze 50 million marks, 1923, bare head of Prussian Minister vom Stein l., *rev.* horse rearing l. (Lamb 579.11), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65* £100-150
423. **Germany**, Westphalia, notgeld inflation coinage, gilt bronze 5 million marks, 1923, bare head of Prussian Minister vom Stein l., rev. horse rearing l. (Lamb 579.10), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 66* £150-200

424. **Germany**, Westphalia, notgeld inflation coinage, gilt bronze 500 marks, 1923, bust of the poet and composer Annette v. Droste-Hülshoff r., rev. horse rearing l. (Lamb 579.18), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 £100-150

425. **German East Africa**, copper 20 heller, 1916T (2), small crown with ribbons, date below, rev. denomination within wreath, pointed tips on Ls (KM.15), both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 63 Brown and Mint State 62 Brown respectively (2) £160-180

*both ex Baldwin's vault

426. **German East Africa**, brass 20 heller, 1916T (2), large crown with ribbons, date below, rev. denomination within wreath, curled tip on second L (KM.15a), both certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 (2) £160-180

*both ex Baldwin's vault


429. **Greece**, John Capodistrias, 5 lepta, 1828, phoenix, cross above, within solid circle, *rev.* value in wreath (KM.3), *certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine 40* £160-180

430. **Greece**, Otto, 5 drachmai, 1833, bare head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within branches (KM.20), *certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated Details - Polished* £200-400

431. **Guatemala**, Republic, quetzal, 1925, Philadelphia, National arms, *rev.* quetzal on engraved pillar (KM.242), *good very fine and rare* £600-800

Mintage of 10,000, but 7,000 were melted in 1927 and 1928, and a further number melted in 1932.

432. **Hong Kong**, Victoria, 10 cents, 1888, diad. head l., *rev.* Chinese value within beaded circle (KM.6.3), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63* £80-100

433. **Hungary**, Charles VI, thaler, 1729KB, Kremnitz, laur. bust r., *rev.* arms, mint and date (KM.301; Dav.1059), *brilliant, extremely fine* £150-200

434. **Hungary**, Maria Theresia, thaler, 1742KB, Kremnitz, bust r., *rev.* Madonna and child (KM.328.3; Dav.1125B), *brilliant, extremely fine* £150-200
435. **Hungary**, Maria Theresia, thaler, 1744KB, Kremnitz, large bust r., *rev.* Madonna and child (KM.333; Dav.1127), *light scoring on reverse, otherwise some original brilliance, good very fine and scarce*  
£80-100

436. **Hungary**, Maria Theresia, thaler 1744KB, Kremnitz, half-length bust r., *rev.* Madonna and child (KM.337.1; Dav.1128), *much original brilliance, good extremely fine*  
£150-200

437. **India**, Paramaras of Malwa, Nara Varman (c. 1094-1133), gold dinars (2), seated Lakshmi facing, *rev.* Nagari script, wts. 4.04gms., 4.01gms. (cf. Deyell 165), *both very fine (2)*  
£250-300

438. **India**, Princely States, Awadh, Wajid ‘Ali Shah, ashrafi, AH.1266 (1851), year 4, Lakhnau (KM.378.1), *about extremely fine*  
£900-1100

439. **India**, Princely States, Baroda, Sayaji Rao, gold mohur, VS.1946 (1889CE), bust r., *rev.* legend, scimitar and date within wreath, wt. 7.07gms. (KM.-), *extremely fine and very rare*  
£2000-2500

The engraving on the bust of this one-year type is finer than on the regular series. There is no evidence to suggest that this coin is a pattern, but it was clearly struck in limited numbers. An example of this coin was part of the David Fore Collection, sold in Baldwin’s Auction 84 in September 2013 (lot 1242), where it realised £5,200 + buyer’s premium. This date and change of design is not listed in KM.
440. **G** India, Princely States, Jaipur, in the name of Muhammad Akbar II, gold mohur, 1229h/reg. year 8, Sawai Jaipur, wt. 10.89gms. (KM.77), *with full dates, good very fine* £350-400

441. **G** India, Princely States, Jaipur, in the name of Muhammad Akbar II, gold mohur, 1252h/reg. year 30, Sawai Jaipur, wt. 10.87gms. (KM.77), *with full dates, good very fine* £350-400

442. **G** India, Princely States, Jaipur, in the name of Victoria/Ram Singh, gold mohur, (18)58 (sic 85)/reg. year 23, Sawai Jaipur, wt. 10.84gms. (KM.125), *extremely fine* £350-400

443. **G** India, Princely States, Jaipur, in the name of Victoria/Ram Singh, gold mohur, 1872/reg. year 57, Sawai Jaipur, wt. 10.90gms. (KM.125), *good very fine* £350-400

444. **G** India, East India Company, Victoria, 2 annas, 1841(m), bust l., raised W.W. on truncation, *rev. value in wreath* (KM.460.4), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65* £80-100

445. **G** India, Victoria, rupee, 1890B, crowned bust l., *rev. value, country and date within floral border* (KM.492), *certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 61; Muscat & Oman, ¼ anna, AH.1315 (KM.3.1), about extremely fine* (2) £80-100

446. **G** India, Victoria, ½ rupee, 1882(b), crowned bust l., *rev. value, country and date within floral border* (KM.491), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62, scarce* £400-500

447. **G** Israel, Republic, 20 lirot, 1960, 100th anniversary of birth of Theodor Herzl & Israel’s 12th anniversary, menorah flanked by sprigs within beaded circle, *rev. bare head left within rectangle* (KM.30; Fr.1), *uncirculated* £250-350

Only 10,460 pieces minted.
448. **Italy**, Naples and Sicily, Ferdinand II, 120 grana, 1855, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (KM.370), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 55. £80-100

449. **Italy**, Venice, silver grossi of the fourteenth century (11): Giovanni Soranzo (4); Francesco Dandolo (1); Bartolomeo Gradenigo (3); Andrea Dandolo (2), with a soldino nuovo (Biaggi 2803, 2808, 2814, 2817, 2821), all very fine or better (11). £300-350

450. **Italy**, Kingdom of Italy, Napoleon, 2 lire, 1813M, Milan, bare head r., rev. crowned arms (KM.9.1; Pagani 39), toned, good extremely fine. £200-250

451. **Italy**, Victor Emanuel II, 5 lire, 1876R, Rome; Umberto I, lire, 1899R, Rome (3), bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (KM.8.4, 24.1), extremely fine or better (4). £120-150

452. **Italy**, Victor Emanuel III, 2 lire, 1906R, Rome; Eritrea, silver tallero, 1918R, Rome, bare head/bust r., rev. crowned spread eagle with shield on breast (KM.33.5), extremely fine and very fine respectively (2). £150-200

**FOREIGN COINS AND TOKENS**
453. **Kuwait**, Jabir ibn Ahmad, silver off-metal 6-coin proof set, AH.1407 (1987), issued by the Central Bank of Kuwait, comprising 100, 50, 20, 10, 5 and 1 fils (KM.PS3), in original case of issue, **FDC** (6) £450-550

reported mintage of only 60 sets.

454. **Mexico**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1767, Mexico City, assayer MF, crowned arms, rev. crowned globes between crowned pillars, date below (KM.105), small edge knocks below last digit of date on reverse, otherwise extremely fine £200-250

455. **Mexico**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1769, Mexico City, assayer MF, crowned arms, rev. crowned globes between crowned pillars, date below (KM.105), good very fine £150-200

456. **Mexico**, Republic, State of Queretaro, bronze pattern 2 centavos, 1890, Liberty bust l., rev. value within circle (KM.X.NC17), about mint state, very rare £200-250

457. **Netherlands**, Utrecht, William I, 3 gulden, 1820, bare head r., rev. crowned arms (KM.49), attractive mid grey tones, good very fine £500-600

**Foreign Coins and Tokens**
458. **Netherlands East Indies**, Java, silver rupee, 1766, Arabic legends both sides (KM.175.1), certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine 45

£60-80

459. **New Zealand**, Milner and Thompson, Christchurch, bronze penny token, undated, standing female, arm on shield, palm tree behind, rev. three-quarters facing bust of Maori (KM.Tn49), traces of original lustre, about extremely fine

*ex Ray Jewell Collection, 1965

£50-60

460. **Peru**, Philip V, cob 8 reales, 1707H, Lima, cross of Jerusalem, rev. PLV/SUL/TRA between pillars (KM.34, CT.129/602), dates on obverse and reverse, ex-salvage, about very fine

£120-150

461. **Peru**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1777MF, Lima, crowned arms, rev. crowned globes between pillars (KM.64.2), about extremely fine

Variety with one dot above L on left mint mark only.

£200-250

462. **Peru**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1777MF, Lima, crowned arms, rev. crowned globes between pillars (KM.64.2), about extremely fine

Variety with one dot above L on left mint mark only.

£200-250
463. **Portugal**, Carlos I, 1000, 500 and 200 reis, 1898, 400th Anniversary of Discovery of India, conjoined busts l., rev. Maltese cross (KM.537, 538, 539), *about uncirculated* (3) £100-120

464. **Portugal**, Carlos I, 1000 reis, 1899, bare head r., rev. crowned arms (KM.540), *certified and graded by NGS as Mint State 63* £80-100

465. **Russia**, Alexander II, 10 kopecks (2): 1857Фb; 1861, St. Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, rev. value and date within wreath (KM.C164.1, Y20.2), *both certified and graded by NGC, as Uncirculated Details, Edge Filing and Mint State 64 respectively* (2) £120-150

466. **Russia**, Alexander II, silver 5 kopecks (2): 1863Аб; 1868Иi, St Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, rev. value and date within wreath (KM.Y19.2, Y19A.1), *both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 62 and Mint State 63 respectively* (2) £240-280

467. **Russia**, Alexander II, silver 5 kopecks, 1878Иф, St Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, rev. value and date within wreath (KM.Y19a.1), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63* £160-180

*Foreign Coins and Tokens*
468. **Russia**, Nicholas II, 10 kopecks (2): 19123b, St. Petersburg; 1915BC, crowned double-headed eagle, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.Y20a.2, Y20a.3), *both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 65 and Mint State 66 respectively* (2) £120-150

469. **Russia**, Nicholas II, 10 kopecks, 1915BC (2), crowned double-headed eagle, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.Y20a.3), *both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 65 and Mint State 63* (2) £80-100

470. **Russia**, Nicholas II, silver 5 kopecks, 19123b, St. Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.Y19a.1), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65* £60-80

*ex Baldwin’s vault

471. **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1894, bust l., *rev.* circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), *certified and graded by PCGS as Damage - About Uncirculated Details* £400-500

472. **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, 3 pence, 1892, bust l., *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.3), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63, scarce* £400-500

473. **South Africa**, ZAR, blank penny (kaalpenny), undated (c.1900), with rim (Hern Z63), *certified by NGC, scarce* £300-400

**FOREIGN COINS AND TOKENS**
474. South Africa, ZAR, blank penny (kaalpenny), undated (c.1900), with rim (Hern Z63), certified by NGC, scarce
£300-400

475. South Africa, George V, shilling, 1935, crowned bust l., rev. standing female figure leaning on large anchor (KM.17.3), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63
£200-300

476. South Africa, George VI, proof set, 1952, comprising gold pond and half pond; silver crown to threepence, bronze penny, halfpenny and farthing (KM PS24; Hern P26), in blue case of issue, choice mint state (11)
£450-550

477. Southern Rhodesia, Elizabeth II, crowns, 1953 (3), Birth of Cecil Rhodes Centenary, laur. bust r., rev. portrait of Cecil Rhodes flanked by springs above three shields (KM.27), all mint state (3)
*ex Baldwin’s vault
£100-120
Purchased new by Baldwins in 1953 and in original packets.

478. Straits Settlements, Edward VII, 5 cents, 1903, crowned bust r., rev. value within beaded circle (KM.20), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64, scarce
£150-250

479. Sweden, Carl XIV Johan, riksdaler, 1826CB, bare head r., rev. crowned shield within Order chain (KM.593), beautiful natural light grey toning, good extremely fine
£800-1000

480. Turkey, Abdul Aziz (AH1277-1293; 1861-1876), bronze 10 paras, AH.1277, year 4 (2), toughra and regnal year, rev. legend around value and accession date (KM.700), both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 64 and Mint State 63 respectively, both Red Brown (2)
*ex Baldwin’s vault
£100-120

FOREIGN COINS AND TOKENS
481. **USA**, 2½ dollars, 1929, Indian head l., *rev.* eagle l., *good very fine* £125-175

482. **USA**, Political tokens (2): ‘Running boar’ type, cent, 1834, PERISH CREDIT. PERISH COMMERCE, *rev.* small bust of Andrew Jackson, MY SUBSTITUTE FOR THE U.S. BANK (Bowers W-10-210a; Low 8); ‘Not one cent’, 1841 [i.e. 1837], MILLIONS FOR DEFENCE, *rev.* ship, WEBSTER, CREDIT CURRENCY (Bowers W-11-280a; Low 58); **Canada, New Brunswick**, penny, 1854, bust of Victoria, *rev.* ship (Ch. NB-2B2), *the last good very fine, the others extremely fine with a little lustre* (3) £180-250

483. **USA**, Hard Times Tokens, Land Limitation Scheme, VOTE THE LAND/FREE, stamped on very worn large cent, 179(6?), attributed to the National Reform Association, a political movement associated with the 1848 Presidential election, *pierced, counterstamp fine*, and a silver-coloured medallet, HIS GRACE MOST REV. P. J. RYAN SILVER JUBILEE, *about extremely fine* (2) £140-180

The slogan ‘Vote the Land Free’ was the campaign cry of the anti-slavery movement in the Presidential election. See an article by Gregory G. Brunk at [www.coinbooks.org/esylum_v15n44a12.html](http://www.coinbooks.org/esylum_v15n44a12.html)


485. **Zanzibar**, Sultan Barghash ibn Sa’id, riyal, AH.1299 (1881), Arabic inscriptions both sides (KM.4), *about extremely fine* £500-600

**FOREIGN COINS AND TOKENS**
COMMEMORATIVE MEDALS
BRITISH MEDALS

486. **George II, Coronation of Queen Caroline, 1727**, the official gold medallion, by J. Croker, dr. bust l., wearing a bandeau, *rev.* **HIC. AMOR HÆC. PATRIA**, queen stg. facing, between Religion and Britannia, 34mm., wt. 22.52gms. (Eimer 512; MI.480/8), certified and graded by NGC as Uncirculated Details, Repaired
- £2000-2500

487. **Victoria, International Inventions Exhibition, London 1885**, gold medal, by L. C. Wyon, veiled bust l., **VICTORIA REGINA**, *rev.* figures of Invention and Music resting on a scrolled plaque inscribed 1885 **INTERNATIONAL INVENTIONS EXHIBITION**, 45.5mm., wt. 41.23gms. (BHM.3198; Eimer 1715), in velvet-lined brown leather case of issue, labelled in gilt, **INTERNATIONAL INVENTIONS EXHIBITION 1885**, choice mint state with frosted bust on brilliant field
- £2200-2600

488. **George V**, Royal Victorian Medal, 1911, lead impression from an obverse matrix, bare head l., inscription around, 37.56mm. (MYB.13), extremely fine
- £200-250
  
  *ex Colin Mackennal Kraay Collection and Baldwin’s vault*
  
  This piece was seen by the British Royal Mint in 1983 when they commented: ‘The reduction punch completed for the Royal Victorian Medal on 24th February 1911 included the letters Sc which Mackennal placed after his initials on several of his models of George V. The letters were therefore present on the matrix of 2nd June 1911 made from that punch and they combine with diameter and inscription to provide a close link with the lead impression. Unfortunately, the matrix has not survived, so that complete certainty is not possible.’

- £350-450
ITALY, VATICAN, CLEMENT XII (1652-1730-1740), Lorenzo Corsini, a uniface soft metal striking of the obverse of a medal, made at the Royal Mint in London, c. 1843, by the youthful Leonard C. Wyon, a copy of an original by Ermenegildo and Ottone Hamerani’s portrait of the Pope on the Prize Medal of the Accademia di San Luca, his bust r., wearing mozzetta, camaro and stole, CLEMENS XII. PONT. MAX., signed below truncation, LEONARD C. WYON, 43mm. (Attwood, Hard at Work, p. 60, and note; Fig 48; BDM.-), extremely fine and extremely rare £200-250

Netherlands, The Dutch Republic, the Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle and end of the War of Devolution of 1667-1668, silver medal, unsigned, Hollandia stands by column of trophies, cannon, banners and cornucopia on ground, holding staff topped with Phrygian cap, sea beyond with merchantman and warship, rev. legend and date in 12 lines within wreath with seven shields of the Provinces, ASSERTIS LEGIBUS EMENDATIS SACRIS ADIUTIS DEFENSIS CONCILIATIS REGIBUS VINDICATA MARIUM LIBERTATE PACE EGERGIA VIRTUTE ARMORUM PARTA STABILITA ORBIS EUROPAEI QUIETE NUMISMA HOC S.F.B.C.F. MDCLXVIII, 62.5mm. (vL.III, p. 22; Pax 276; J.W. Adams, Künker Auction 232, 17 June 2013, lot 316), good very fine, rare £650-750

RUSSIA, ALEXANDER III (1881-1894), gold prize medal, ‘For Good Behaviour and Success in Sciences’, undated, by A. Grilliches, bust of the Czarina Maria Feodorovna wearing tiara and veil, rev. Minerva standing facing holding wreath and lamp, at her feet the emblems of Education, an owl, globe, helmet and box with scrolls, 32.5mm., wt. 25.65gms. (Diakov 909.9; Sm.1107/a), overall light scuff marks, but nearly extremely fine £1200-1400

SOUTH AFRICA, George V, Union of South Africa, official commemorative medal, 1910, lead impression from an obverse die, bare head l., GEORGIUS V BRIT: OMN: REX ET IND: IMP:, 36.18mm. (MYB.338; Laidlaw 0175), extremely fine £200-250

*ex Colin Mackennal Kraay Collection and Baldwin’s vault

The medal commemorates the opening of the first Parliament by the Duke of Connaught and awarded to those who took part. Also awarded to certain officers and men of HMS Balmoral Castle, a total of 551 medals was struck by the Royal Mint. The Royal Mint notes from 1983 have the caveat that the impression is ‘probably’ the South Africa medal. This piece was seen by the British Royal Mint in 1983 when they commented: A reduction punch with this head and inscription was finished on 27th September 1910. From this punch a matrix was made on 6th January 1911, but it would seem that by this time the striking of the South African medals had been completed and that the matrix was prepared primarily for Police Gallantry medal. The dies for the South African medal must therefore have come directly from the reduction punch and it may therefore be significant that the impression has been taken from a die and not a matrix. The argument in favour of a South African medal is strengthened by the fact that this was the first official medal to bear the effigy of George V.

End of Sale
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